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Relationship peRfoRmance™

The Basics of Practice

Introduction ...

THE FAILURE TO REALIZE THE FULL POTENTIAL OF WORKPLACE 
RELATIONSHIPS is one of the greatest problems and equally presents 
one of the greatest opportunities for today’s workers and organizations.  
Relationship Performance responds to this pressing need by offering 
a practical means for the pursuit, achievement and maintenance of a 
balanced state of fruitful interaction between people and their organi-
zations.  Relationship Performance enables an attentive and disciplined 
approach to work role relationships.  By taking this approach, there 
is promise of dramatic improvements in the respective rewards and 
returns on the investments for both parties.  To gain these rewards each 
party is required to make a conscious decision to leave their old, prob-
lem-laden points of view behind and open their minds to embracing a 
new model of how the world of work works.

A note to the reader or student:  In this Illumination there will be a rath-
er severe transition from writing generally for a person as a worker into 
presenting the topics so that all readers can understand from both the 
organizational and the personal contexts.  This invites the potential for 
disorientation and confusion because of the reciprocal yet asymmetri-
cal nature of work role relationships.   I will often be describing workers 
as well as organizations (and their representatives) in a singular manner 
as a “party,” and when describing them both collectively, I will often use 
the term “parties.”  I ask that you appreciate the challenge and bear with 
the process, for it may be somewhat cumbersome and clumsy at times.

There is only one success—to 
be able to spend your life in 
your own way.

—Christopher Morley
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Two Models, One Decision

Presently many workers (and candidates), as well as many managers, 
supervisors, recruiters and leaders are in, or torn between, two differing 
“models,” as to the nature of their affiliation with each other.  One model, 
shown in Figure 1(a), can be described as the “Historical Model.”  In this 
model, both parties traditionally think and behave as if their affiliation 
is “fastened,” “hard wired” or “bonded,” somewhat as are marriages or 
family bonds.  Each may be placing their trust in an “artificial reality” 
that implicitly leads to the belief that they possess “ownership,” “rights,” 
“entitlement” or “tenure” for the dependable continuation of affiliation.  
Clearly this model is now only rarely true (i.e. in conscripted, academic 
and civil service situations).  

Often there is subtle evidence of this model such as in the organization’s 
use of terms such as “retention” (as if they were speaking of employees 
as “birds in their cage” that somehow are escaping).  Equally, workers 
speak of “job security” and “seniority” as if organizations can actually 
promise anything beyond a reasonable affiliation based upon a person’s 
value in solving its immediate or strategic needs (when in fact, its own 
survival is proportional to it offering competitive products or services of 
attractive value, performance and merit to its marketplace).
   
This model was perpetuated historically by operating frameworks such 
as organizational “paternalism” and personal “loyalty” (both of which 

 Obsolete Operating Model of  Workforce A�liation

Leadership Management Workforce

Humans considered as 
"Labor", "Resources" 
"Assets" or "Capital"

Arti�cial Reality:
Management and workers imagining 

"hard-wired"  control, "ownership" and 
"rights of a�liation"  in their a�liation

(i.e. "retention" and "job security")

"Us"  / "�em"

©Danny McCall 2007. No duplication or distribution allowed. 

Figure 1(a) - Historical Model
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are no longer prevalent).  For either workers or organizations to hang 
onto the increasingly obsolescent “Historical Model” puts both at odds 
with their realities.  This  can lead to workplace and career dysfunctions 
and frustrations, the misdiagnosis of chronic challenges and result in a 
myriad of lost opportunities.  The old model fuels feelings of entitlement 
and arrogance by both parties, although they seldom appreciate these 
in themselves.

A more realistic and effective model for today’s work roles… Figure 
1(b), Relationship Performance Model, is a more dependable “grounded 
reality” as to the present nature of interactions and forces existing 
between workers and organizations.  In this model the only thing effec-
tively “attracting and connecting” workers or candidates to organizations 
is a special and fluid form of “relationship.”  Furthermore, this symbiotic 
relationship is always formed and sustained at each party’s separate 
discretion.  

The quality and merit of the relationship is determined as a function of 
the performance, or promise of performance, the two parties offer and 
gain from each other (and as compared to their other options, refer to 

WORK

ROLE

A
Discretionary
Relationship

 Practicing Principles of Relationship Performance™

Leadership
Talent

Stewardship

A Talented LifeAn Attractive  Work Role & Workplace
"WE"

A Dependable Reality:
Organizations and workers can design and 

continuously improve work role relationships 
to predictably harvest the rewards each seek.

©Danny McCall 2007. No duplication or distribution allowed. 

Figure 1(b) - Relationship Performance Model
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TalentScape Economics framework in Section 132). As you perhaps by 
now appreciate, the respective performance requirements of the two 
parties can be defined directly along the two differing frameworks of 
the Personal Triangle and the Organizational Triangle.  The potential 
rewards of this model are unlimited for both parties.  Each party’s 
performance for the other equals their attraction to the other party for 
forming and sustaining a relationship.  Only two-way performance can 
cause a work role relationship to be reliably secure and stable for either 
party.  The means of response for both parties to adopt and practice this 
model is known as Relationship Performance.  

Ultimately every worker, candidate, manager, supervisor, leader 
and recruiter must decide which model is best for them.  This deci-
sion will determine the degree of achievement of their objectives 
as well as the risks they will experience.  I advise that a decision to 
acknowledge the reality of the second model, and place attention there, 
is a better choice than to rely any longer upon an “artificial reality.”  If 
the Relationship Performance model is chosen, then one’s focus and 
priorities are directed to accurately and effectively forming and sustain-
ing optimal relationships in each work role.  The platform for forming 
and sustaining such a relationship is reliance upon the principles and 
practice of Relationship Performance.  

Available for the harvesting is sweet fruit continually produced by 
people and organizations committing themselves to accurately serving 
each other’s reasonable needs.  Relationship Performance is a required 
literacy and competency for management, leadership, recruitment 
and career management, regardless of profession and industry.  Each 
of Career Fulcrum’s Illuminations introduces workers, organizations 
and candidates to these fundamentals of thought, principles and a 
shared language.  Now we combine these into one science and practice, 
Relationship Performance.  Each party should be motivated to learn and 
apply this knowledge to gain the work role rewards they seek. 

One way to consider the science of Relationship Performance is as a 
structure for better thinking, communications and “Agreement.”  By 
applying the knowledge of reliable frameworks each party can more 
effectively propose, discuss, consider and agree to respective needs 
from work role relationships.  Each party can also become a bet-
ter “student” by carefully learning how to more precisely perform 
according to the other’s needs, which strengthens the relationship.  
This is accomplished in Relationship Performance by reaching and sus-
taining Agreement with each other.   

At best, the renewal of 
broken relations is a nervous 
matter.

—Henry Brooks Adams

Nature has given the 
opportunity of happiness to 
all, knew they but how to 
use it.

— Claudian
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A well-constructed and maintained work role Agreement 
forms and guides the relationship …

At the center of Relationship Performance is the work role Agreement 
between the two parties.  Work role agreements are based solely upon 
reciprocal performance.  Performance is magnetism that attracts and 
holds the parties together.  Relationship Performance generates a new 
form of economic power by the leveraging of performance by each 
party to create attraction to the other.  By offering peak performance, 
each applies their energies to pursue destinations with abundant out-
comes for all (as opposed to large portions of energies being diluted and 
wasted, often at the other’s loss).  

Relationship Performance unleashes the power of people ...by 
design™.  Its practice and benefits can be distributed across a workplace 
or a career for extraordinary outcomes.  This potential is intentionally 
and purposefully derived by both parties coming together to shape and 
design specific work role Agreements.  Agreements facilitate, instruct 
and set parameters for both parties to respond continually to each 
other’s needs, all the while responding to the greater demands of the 
marketplace and its never-ending changes. 

Note: I may be confusing you with the way I use the words 
“role” and “relationship” throughout the Illuminations.  I have 
chosen to do this in an introductory manner since both words 
are still quite “alien” in today’s workplace, and it is very impor-
tant that their more prevalent usage be brought about through 
your repeated exposure.  Therefore, I use the terms in many 
ways for the reader in the contexts of various topics.  

Technically, a work role is an organizational structure (ideally 
a “thoughtful, formal design”), for generating desirable yields 
by facilitating functional performance from a qualified worker.  
A work role relationship is a specific affiliation or association 
between a worker and organization for the purposes of each 
gaining what they seek from a work role.  Whereas, formerly, 
employment and the job description have generally been more 
one-way in their nature, progressive companies now know and 
appreciate that they must affiliate with people in the two-way 
model of relationship.  So a work role is simply a structure 
defined and created by an organization for gaining certain 
results (yields).  On the other hand, the work role relationship 
must be defined, formed and sustained by both parties at their 
respective discretion, ideally by clear reciprocal Agreements 
of each other’s expectations, obligations and responsibilities.  

Zeus does not bring all 
men’s plan’s to fulfillment.

—Homer

Things do not change, we 
change.

—Henry David Thoreau

Life is short.  In choosing 
a path make sure you first 
identify those things that 
you can do. Out of those, 
select the ones you want to 
do.  Then reduce the choice 
further by zooming in on 
what you really want to 
do—and then do them.

— Ohad Kamin
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A strong foundation is required 
in advance of applied practice 

There are four essential prerequisites that must be in place to practice 
and enjoy Relationship Performance.   Without these being in place, 
Relationship Performance will not be fully effective and will not meet 
expectations.  Each of these prerequisites is progressive in nature.  That 
is, they depend upon each other, somewhat as building blocks.   Each of 
these prerequisites relates to understanding, points of view, or philoso-
phies that each party acknowledges, adopts and brings to a work role 
relationship.  Each prerequisite often demands that ineffective, incor-
rect or even dysfunctional and toxic points of view and philosophies 
be abandoned or purged.  Relationship Performance requires a healthy 
foundation as a starting point by each party adopting the cumulative 
prerequisites (see Figure 2, Four Essential Prerequisites):

1. Organizing Principles and Common Language
Acknowledging Potential Abundance2.  
Producing 3. Choice 
A Desire for 4. Predictability

The mind precedes all things, 
the mind dominates all 
things, the mind creates all 
things.

—The Buddha

Organizing Principles

and Common Language

Acknowledging

Potential Abundance

Producing Choice

A Desire for

Predictability

2

4

3

1

Person
at Work

Talent
Steward

Figure 2 – Four Essential Prerequisites
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Prerequisite 1:  Apply Organizing 
Principles with a Common Language

Each party must understand the basic forces and factors of work role 
relationships.  This includes understanding the many dimensions of 
the needs and differences that comprise the “two-way street” that is 
taking place between workers and organizations in the contemporary 
workplace.  The universal frameworks of the preceding Career Fulcrum 
Illuminations provide principles and language for such understanding.  
These are vital organizing principles for today’s workplace and include:

Flow … zones of worker satisfaction and dissatisfaction

The Personal Triangle™  … personal dimensions and 
forces related to a work role
The Organizational Triangle™  … organizational 
dimensions and forces related to a work role
TalentScape Economics™… work role relationship 
dynamics

The Eight Dimensions™  … variables present within 
work role relationships

Only by having a working knowledge of these five universal organiz-
ing principles (frameworks) can each party have dependable mental 
constructs for more accurate thoughts which lead to better actions and 
decisions.  “Seat of the pants” guesswork, myths, fads and assumptions 
will not work.  Each party must apply these principles to more accurate-
ly understand the universal forces that are taking place in work roles, 
lives and careers.  With these in mind, each has greater empathy and 
complete appreciation of the “way the world of work works.”  Both par-
ties having “shared knowledge” that directly translates into a common 
language and structure leading to improved communications and path 
to Agreement.   Accordingly, the probability of success together skyrock-
ets in the forming and sustaining of better relationships.

I’m a believer in luck and I 
find the harder I work, the 
more I have of it.

—Thomas Jefferson

I was as a gem concealed; 
Me my burning ray revealed.

—Koran
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Prerequisite 2:  Acknowledging Potential 
Abundance 

A belief in “scarcity” has prevailed in employment, management, 
recruitment and career management.   This does not map to the present 
reality.  Never in human history has there been such an abundance of 
highly-skilled, well-educated, talented people who are potential per-
formers.  Equally, never before has there been such an incredible variety 
of potentially satisfying work roles.  

To prepare to practice Relationship Performance, you must leave behind 
the baggage of antiquated thinking and the many related conventions 
that are tied to scarcity.  Now both parties must shift to the potential and 
prospects of  “abundance” as a guiding point of view.   The supply of sat-
isfying work roles and the supply of high quality talent today offers both 
parties a cornucopia of possibilities in forming and sustaining reward-
ing work role relationships.  The limits for either party are established 
and imposed only by their points of views, perceptions, thinking and 
ideas, …not by their reality.   This is why the “state of mind” of each party 
must become fully opened and aligned to the potential abundance.  The 
organizing principles provide a direct view to abundance, since with this 
knowledge the doors open wide to better understanding and actions 
that avail potential abundance.  (In fact, for some, the principles allow 
them to discover what can be possible in work role relationships.)

Generally, much of the world of work still clings to a “scarcity” model, 
especially when it comes to forming and sustaining work role relation-
ships.  It is a subtle but pervasive state of mind in many workers and 
organizations. This is exemplified in its semantics, such as “finding” a 
job, job “search,” “headhunter,” talent shortages, job hunting, etc.    Why?  
There may be many reasons.  Here are two hypotheses as to why both 
parties may enjoy the “dangerous comfort of scarcity thinking”:

In the Historical model, Figure 1(a), one party promoting 1. 
scarcity was a source of power over the other.   There was 
distinct benefit to be gained by a party that caused the 
other to believe that there were not plentiful alternatives 
available.  To the degree the other party accepts scarcity as 
the basic premise of affiliation, the more “artificial power” 
to which they are subjected.  There was no reason to pro-
vide an orientation to abundance.

In the Historical model, scarcity enabled acceptable or 2. 
mediocre substitutes for performance by either party.  If 
you do not perceive ample supply of other options or alter-

I’ve met a few people in my 
life who were enthusiastic 
about hard work.  And it was 
just my luck that all of them 
happened to be men I was 
working for at the time.

 —Bill Gold

Nan-in, a Japanese master 
during the Meiji era 
(1868-1912), received a 
university professor who 
came to inquire about Zen.  
Nan-in served tea.  He 
poured his visitor’s cup full 
then kept on pouring.  The 
professor watched the cup 
overflow until he could no 
longer restrain himself.  “It 
is overfull.  No more will 
go in.”  “Like this cup,” 
Nan-in said, “you are full 
of your own opinions and 
speculations.  How can I 
show you Zen unless you 
first empty your cup?”

—Paul Reps
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natives, your demands are less severe.   Such an attitude 
can be very desirable for those who do not seek to perform 
at their peak potential.  Today’s world of work cannot be so 
accepting of substitutes for performance (such as medioc-
rity and the status quo).

Scarcity, as well as its cousin,  “zero-sum” thinking, is at odds with 
evidence all about you each day.  With open eyes and an awake mind, 
either party should be able to clearly see that their possibilities are only 
limited by imagination and will.  The natural state of work role relation-
ships is one of potential abundance.  This is not shallow hyperbole or 
motivational exaggeration.   

Generally, across time, there is no evidence of a shortage of talent 
for any organization’s work role, …though there may be a shortage of 
attractive work roles for talent that is qualified (i.e. the organization fails 
to perform accurately for the talent they seek).  Equally, there is no evi-
dence of a shortage of attractive work roles for people …although there 
may be a personal reluctance or deficit in offering the performance that 
organizations seek.  Certainly from time to time there may be hiccups 
and corrections in the marketplace, but those are short lived (and if any-
thing, often tend to rapidly “over correct”).   Said another way, if there 
is a shortage or scarcity related to work role relationships, there are rea-
sons …and the reasons are seldom found on “the supply side” (although 
that may be where you’ll find the most excuses).

However, just because an abundant reality potentially exists, does not 
mean that you are entitled to it.  Tapping into the fountain of potential 
abundance must be earned with effort. Abundance is “realized” with 
performance.  (More on this in the following prerequisite.)

An ambience of abundance permits no “chronic excuses,” “whining,” 
“victims’ and “pity-parties” as the parties interact to form and sustain 
relations.  Each can choose to offer performance to the other’s needs, 
and in so doing, generate the options and rewards of abundance.  Some 
say, “There are no coincidences.”  Others say, “Luck happens when 
preparation meets opportunity.”   In work role relationships, only the 
promise, and delivery of that performance, can be relied upon to influ-
ence either party’s supply of possibilities. 

Some already know it is an abundant world and have no problem imme-
diately seizing the moment, for they have been doing so.  Others, with 
objective observation or a little experimentation, can prove the merit 
of abundance and learn its implications quickly.  For others, getting 
beyond this prerequisite (and sometimes even the first prerequisite) 

Here the hills and vales, the 
woodland and the plain, 
Here the earth and water 
seem to strive again,
Not chaos-like together 
crush’d and bruis’d, 
But, as the world, 
harmoniously confus’d:
Where order in variety 
we see,
And where, though all things 
differ, all agree.

—Alexander Pope

To know truly is to know by 
causes.

—Sir Francis Bacon

Live and breathe prosperity
with a belief that everything
is in huge supply...

—Wayne Dyer
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to the “big aha” may be a long journey of epic proportions akin to an 
ancient yarn by Homer.  And yes, some may never embrace it and may 
spend their lives blaming others, weak supply, bad luck or bad breaks, 
for their problems in quiet (or loud) desperation, impotency, and help-
lessness.  The good news is that if you are reading these words, it is a 
clue that you do not desire to be in the latter category, but are willing 
to do what it takes to seek, harvest and enjoy the fruits of Relationship 
Performance.

Why is this prerequisite of abundance an important foundation in the 
practice of Relationship Performance?

By each party appreciating their own potential abundance, 1. 
there will be the expectation of performance in a work role 
relationship.  Conversely, with each party’s  “abundance 
state of mind” there will be intolerance of the absence of 
performance in work role relationships.  (One of the great-
est limitations to work role performance for either party is 
acceptance of the status quo, often due to false or limited 
perceptions that other options and alternatives are not 
available.)
By each party seeking the rewards from potential abun-2. 
dance, they will hold themselves accountable to tapping 
abundance through their competitive performance in 
work role relationships.
By both parties acknowledging a backdrop of abundance to 3. 
their work role relationship, there can a healthy, durable, 
rewarding Agreement to direct each other’s responsibili-
ties.
By attention to and consideration for the abundance that 4. 
the other party has in place, the full extent of a party’s 
motivations for optimal performance will be realized on 
a consistent basis.  The perception of one party’s abun-
dance is often inversely proportional to the other party’s 
complacency and sense of entitlement.
By enjoying abundance, 5. there can be the next two pre-
requisites of choice and predictability, for neither are 
feasible when a party’s abundant realities are unknown, 
denied or unaccepted.

All the data is up-front.
—Unknown

Some people will never learn 
anything… because they 
understand everything too 
soon.

—Alexander Pope

Happiness grows less 
from passive experience of 
desirable circumstances than 
from involvement in valued 
activities and progress 
toward one’s goals.

— David Myers and Ed Diener
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Prerequisite 3:  Producing Choice 

Producing choice is a direct result of appreciating the presence and avail-
ability of abundance.   As workers and organizations adopt and apply 
the prior prerequisites of “organizing principles” and “abundance,” it 
becomes readily apparent to most that they can have abundant options 
and alternatives available in work role relationships… if they desire and 
will to do so.  Abundance is not choice.  Abundance does not, in itself, 
even assure options for choice.  Abundance does not mean an appe-
tizing buffet being placed right in front of you.  Indeed, it may be well 
hidden from sight and thought.  Often the best options, though they are 
abundantly available, will not fall at your feet, then scream and beg for 
your attention. 

Equally, choice is not inevitable.  Instead, each party must earn their 
options from natural abundance and from these options they can have 
choice.  Both parties always possess abundance in work role relation-
ships.  However, not everyone will do what it takes to possess choice in 
work role relationships.  More precisely, to have and exercise “choice” in 
work role relationships requires that three elements are present:

Value (performance) must be offered in such a manner 1. 
that the other party responds with a desire for a relation-
ship, or in a manner that they seek to sustain a relationship.  
Doing this provides one option, not choice.  The other 
party’s “Triangle” holds the key to informing of valuable 
performance.

More than a single option must be created and/or available 2. 
before choice is possible.

You must apply the organizing principles for making sound 3. 
choices (decisions) about your options.   

Each party must articulate their value in an informed, compelling and 
competitive manner to those that they deem to be most desirable.  In 
marketing, this is generally known as a “value proposition.”  In work 
role relationships, this can be more specifically stated as “performance 
promised, performance delivered.”   Performance is the essential means 
within a world of abundance to ultimately create choice.

Workers or candidates who excel in accurately and consistently offering 
the performance organizations seek in their work roles have a plethora 
of options from which to choose.   Organizations that excel in designing 
work roles that are attractive to qualified workers and candidates can 

Happy the man, and happy 
he alone, who can call today 
his own; he who is secure 
within can say, tomorrow 
do thy worst, for I have lived 
today.

—John Dryden

There are moments when 
everything goes well; don’t 
be frightened, it won’t last.

—Jules Renard

In the middle of difficulty lies 
opportunity.

— Albert Einstein
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have a waiting line of great candidates from whom to choose at their 
doorstep pleading for consideration and entry. Appreciated and desir-
able performance by “the other party” creates options.  If there is only 
one option, there is no choice.  There may be nothing worse than having 
no choices, even in a world of abundance!  Lack of choice can be emo-
tionally depressing, devastating and, indeed, the perception of only one 
option is sometimes cited as a primary reason for suicide.  

Each party can create and have as many options for choice as they 
desire.    Historically, many have not known the reasons or paths for 
doing so, might have confused “abundance” with “choice” (and in doing 
so, expected too much and did too little) or simply elected not to create 
choice.   The presence of abundance provides the ore for options and 
choice.  Effectively articulating or demonstrating the promise of perfor-
mance (value) that is appreciated by the other party generates options, 
and a plurality of options provides choice.  When the many parties are 
motivated to form or sustain relationships because of the sought-after 
party’s performance potential, this produces options for the sought-after 
party, thus choice is available.  In work role relationships, “attractive” is 
always the subjective judgment of the other party.  

In a practical sense, having choice is very satisfying and it mitigates 
risks.  When you have choices you can negotiate Agreements with good 
thought and strength.  If a prevailing work role Agreement is not com-
petitively rewarding, you can choose against forming or sustaining the 
relationship.   If you have no other choices available you seldom have 
the leverage you need to be highly effective in the work role relation-
ship.  If choice (or the clear potential of choice) is not available, there are 
no teeth to “enforce” a work role relationship Agreement.  Both parties 
should always strive to maintain a “portfolio of options,” for with these 
they can have choice. 

Neither party need be an idealist or perfectionist when related to choice.  
Both can maintain a reasonable perspective for pursing ideal or per-
fect choices may not be optimal due to the economies of diminishing 
returns and a variety of other considerations.  Choice may require intel-
ligent compromise and reasonable negotiation. Such variables are part 
of the nature of choice. 

It is typical in seeking and forming relationships in a marketplace of 
abundance, that sometimes, diligent and creative effort will need to be 
made to “reach and engage” a desirable party so that they can be made 
aware of the prospects of a compelling work role performance.  Usually, 
performance is visible, and thus attracts options with little additional 
effort (other than the promise of performance.) Again, abundance is 

To know the road ahead, ask 
those coming back.

—Chinese Proverb

We all live with the objective 
of being happy;
Our lives are all different and 
yet the same.

— Anne Frank

Numerous studies show 
that happy individuals are 
successful across multiple life 
domains, including marriage, 
friendship, income, work 
performance, and health.

— Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
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a natural state, whereas in most cases, having choices demands some 
effort.

Abundance and choice do not make either party omnipotent, for noth-
ing is better than humility in the practice of Relationship Performance. 
There is no reason for, or benefit to, arrogance.  Each party should 
approach choice with a “confident humility.”  Choice, like organizing 
principles, is just one of the raw materials from which work role rela-
tionships are formed and sustained.  This means that even though each 
party humbly knows that they must gain choice through performance, 
rarely do they have all the answers, a complete understanding or envi-
sion all the possibilities. Nevertheless, each has confidence that through 
use of the principles they will be able to learn and create effective per-
formance options that will work for their circumstances, thus bringing 
about positive outcomes for themselves and those they serve.  

Keep in mind choice is very relevant to sustaining relationships.  In 
maintaining and nurturing existing work role relationships, which often 
may be the most important option that many parties desire, the perfor-
mance being offered needs constant validation for its accuracy of being 
compelling and competitive.  Otherwise that option disappears.  This is 
only one of the many reasons for establishing clear work role Agreement 
and carefully attending to that Agreement.  Generally one should always 
have choice in existing work role relationships.  This means that a spe-
cific relationship is one option, and that there must always be at least 
one additional option.

Once you have choice, to exercise choice you must have a sound and 
reliable basis for related decision-making.   This is only one of a myriad 
of reasons for the first prerequisite, for the organizing principles will 
serve to instruct and guide one’s choice.   With choice in place, coupled 
with sound organizing principles, the stage is now set for predictability.

Prerequisite 4:  A Desire for Predictability

Where there are choice and reliable organizing principles, there can be 
predictability.  Predictability offers knowledge to be applied in making 
good work role relationship decisions. The capability to make good 
decisions enables workers and organizations to construct Agreements 
together for rewarding work role relationships.  Accordingly, both par-
ties must desire predictability in their work role relationships.  They 
should seek information that leads to predictability.  They should share 
information that leads to predictability.  Seeking predictability prevents 
recklessness and promotes disclosure for the benefit of all involved.  
Predictability is focused upon the complete relevant aspects of work role 

Men fear thought as they 
fear nothing else on earth--
more than ruin--more even 
than death...  Thought is 
subversive and revolutionary, 
destructive and terrible, 
thought is merciless to 
privilege, established 
institutions, and comfortable 
habit.  Thought looks into 
the pit of hell and is not 
afraid.  Thought is great 
and swift and free, the light 
of the world, and the chief 
glory of man.

—Victor Hugo

The end is in the beginning.
—Unknown
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relationships, not just one-way performance, or less, a modest determi-
nation of functional prowess or compensation plans.  Predictability 
must be viewed in both directions or else there will be inevitable sur-
prises of breakdowns, failures and problems in relationships. 

Predictability means each party can reasonably forecast the future of 
work role relationships, and should be able to do so with accuracy. 
For predictability, choice should be well qualified and informed. By 
determining and/or gaining relevant information about work role rela-
tionships, each party will have, apply and share valuable insights to aid 
in their decisions.  For predicting work role relationships, the ability of 
each party to effectively consider the “whole” of the information across 
many dimensions and perspectives of a work role relationship may be 
as important as the “analysis” of any one part of the information.  

Considering the “whole” of a topic or subject is known as synthesis.  The 
frameworks of organizing principles are potent tools that can be com-
bined for achieving the synthesis of information regarding a work role 
relationship.  Synthesis brings each party across a threshold of knowl-
edge required to ensure predictability.  Since work role Agreement 
is itself a synthesis of each other’s expectations and responsibilities 
in a work role relationship, no other single device is more important 
for predictability. (More specifics on this later in the Illumination.)   
However, though it is possible that much of the information needed for 
predictability may be derived from the process of seeking a work role 
“Agreement,” you may need more information than will be a part of the 
Agreement alone.  

“Neither party should assume an equal desire for predictabil-
ity on the part of the other!  Caveat emptor!”

With applied practice, each party should find it increasingly easy and 
straightforward to accurately forecast the positive and negative possi-
bilities and the probable future of each available work role relationship.  
With principles, choices and the pursuit of predictability, there can be 
powerful command and influence over a party’s destiny.  Before accept-
ing any work role relationship, each party can learn more about the 
critical factors, thus choose better paths …and escape traveling paths 
blindly or with assumptions, often leading to  “ugly surprises,” “myster-
ies” and consequences that you would have preferably avoided.  

Life is precious; and equally, most work roles are critical to their orga-
nizational success.  Both parties should avoid moving in the wrong 
direction.  Predictability is essential and requires a relatively small 
investment to ensure that each party has comprehensive, advance infor-

The first problem for all of 
us, men and women, is not 
to learn, but to unlearn.

—Gloria Steinem

There is no substitute for 
hard work.

—Thomas A. Edison

What lies behind us and 
what lies before us are tiny 
matters compared to what 
lies within us.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson
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mation about the vital factors of the work role relationship.  However, 
predictability does realistically demand time, attention, discipline, 
prudence and diligence, especially on the “front-end,” prior to forming 
a relationship, and at any time when Agreements are being made, or 
modified.  Predicting work role relationships requires diligent investiga-
tion of the work role and the applicable person with specificity and in a 
comprehensive manner. 

Every nook and cranny of Flow zones, the Organizational and Personal 
Triangles and the Eight Dimensions should be evaluated and considered.  
The frameworks of Career Fulcrum, when carefully and comprehen-
sively applied, provide an “information backbone” on which to hang all 
the elements of information for predictability, from both parties’ points 
of view.  This information enables you to foretell the probability of 
achieving a mutually beneficial relationship.  The frameworks may show 
where negotiation, compromise and reasonably deferred compensation 
may be acceptable. There is no longer any reason to leave the prospect 
of fulfillment or success in any work role relationship role to chance. It is 
only through gathering and interpreting ample and relevant information 
that you can achieve relationship predictability.  By understanding the 
basic frameworks as they apply to specific work role design, situation(s) 
and environment(s), you should know what to ask, where to search, 
what “rocks to turn over,” and “what closets and attics” to explore. You 
may see where gaps and incongruities in information may be shouting 
or whispering for your attention.  You will learn to creatively investigate 
to get to the truth, the essence and the “whole picture” of the role from 
the perspective of both parties.  You should be on “high-alert,” and be 
“hyper-attentive” to “skeletons,” misfits, misalignments, as well as lurk-
ing problems that can blow up like a time bomb.  You should also learn 
to be able to accurately recognize the “gold ore” that is hidden from 
everyone’s view but is awaiting discovery.  

Caveats… Often we can be very careless, assumptive, lazy, impatient, 
trusting, naïve, too eager, optimistic or hopeful.  These too have pre-
dictable consequences.  It is critical to slow down and diagnose each 
workplace option and situation realistically with “constructive skepti-
cism” to create a “relationship forecast.” In some situations, information 
predicting that problems lie ahead is right in front of you, but you may 
find yourself wearing “rose-colored glasses.”  At other times, the informa-
tion in front of you is predicting a very good and productive relationship 
laden with potential, but for one reason or another you don’t envision 
or appreciate this.  You are advised to learn to gather “evidence,” and 
then trust the evidence that you derive from your investigation. Strive to 
insulate yourself from hyperbole, seduction, rumors, assumptions, and 

Life is what happens while 
we are busy making other 
plans.

—John Lennon

Jump.
—Joseph Campbell

What man really needs 
in not a tensionless state 
but rather the striving and 
struggling for some goal 
worthy of him.

— Victor Frankl
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persuasion that can later prove detrimental.  On the other hand, don’t 
fail to see opportunity where others cannot.  

Remain vigilant and keep in mind that where there is a lack of informa-
tion or evidence, the mind tends to fill the void with something, such as 
assumptions, prejudice or false conclusions.  Equally, when the mind 
confronts challenging thinking, it seeks “short cuts.”  Don’t let this hap-
pen to you, and don’t fool yourself—it takes strong discipline to avoid 
it.  Bad thinking, even when there is overt evidence to the contrary, can 
creep up on you like a cat in the dark and reside quietly in your mind 
without you having even the slightest suspicion that it’s there.   Your 
personality may naturally and unintentionally put either a negative 
(cynical) or a positive (idealist) spin on information that you gather.  Get 
to know yourself in this regard as well, so you may compensate for your 
natural biases in your judgment and decision-making.  Be conscious 
that in the beginning of a relationship both parties are often wearing 
their “best faces.” Seek and consider only the real evidence that is in the 
information hanging upon the frameworks.  

In summary, predictability is an extremely important ingredient for 
Relationship Performance.  Predictability depends upon choice (or 
at least the known potential of choice), for if there is no choice, then 
desiring predictability is not as relevant.  To achieve predictability, seek 
to diligently discover and consider the work role relationship’s reali-
ties.  Predictability can only be viewed from the vantage of both parties’ 
perspectives by applying all the organizing principles as accurately 
and completely as possible.   Keep in mind that usually no work role 
relationship is perfect all the time.  At a minimum, perform thorough 
“diagnostics” of the work role relationship as you would wisely do when 
purchasing a used car, new machinery or a house!  Approach your 
investigation with what may be labeled as healthy skepticism or  “con-
structive paranoia.” Search for the truth and for evidence-based realities 
wherever that may lead.  Don’t pretend or discount that incompatibili-
ties, conflicts and serious issues or differences will heal themselves, for 
they rarely do.   

Shun those studies in which 
the work that results dies 
with the worker.

—Leonardo da Vinci

The more is given the 
less people will work for 
themselves, and the less they 
work the more their poverty 
will increase.

—Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoy
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Fundamentals in Practicing 
Relationship Performance

With the four Prerequisites in place as a foundation, Relationship 
Performance is a reliable and highly effective means to understand and 
respond to today’s work roles realities. It is a dependable way to man-
age your career for greater fulfillment and rewards from personal work 
role performance.  Relationship Performance offers a personal path for 
new discoveries about yourself and the potential value you can offer to 
organizations.  For organizations, it offers greater yields from each work 
role through more comprehensive understanding, diagnostics, design, 
as well as dramatic improvements in worker relations.  Relationship 
Performance offers solutions to most problems related to talent.  It 
provides the means for continuous improvements in attracting and 
selecting the best talent as well as gaining peak personal performance 
and making leaps in innovation.  

Relationship Performance can be considered as work role science or 
some may consider it to be an operating philosophy.   It opens new gate-
ways of possibilities for both workers and organizations to attain greater 
rewards from their affiliation. The diligent and disciplined practice of 
Relationship Performance makes obsolete many forms of traditional 
employer/employee models that have been inadequate, too adversarial, 
lopsided or one-way with lost opportunities for both parties.

Never again should a worker and supervisor have to only rely upon 
a “one-way personal performance review” without also offering the 
organization a “work role performance review” of how they are per-
forming for the worker’s needs as well.  (Indeed, Agreement makes this 
convention obsolete.) Resumes, applications and the job description 
are instantly seen to be anemic, since none of these fully convey the 
comprehensive information that each party requires to accurately pre-
dict healthy relations with each other.  Now both parties can constantly 
have a higher quality and more effective dialog.  Both can precisely 
appraise each other’s respective performance and give feedback about 
the quality and issues of their relationship …all based upon sound, 
shared principles, a common language and the guidance of a clear two-
way Agreement.  Both parties refer to the “work role Agreement” as the 
cornerstone of reference and parameters of their respective responsi-
bilities, expectations, obligations and objectives in their relations.  

In nature, there are neither 
rewards nor punishments; 
there are consequences.

—Robert Ingersol

All work is seed sown; it 
grows and spreads, and 
sows itself anew.

—Thomas Carlyle
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Attention to the other’s gain…

By practicing Relationship Performance, each will appreciate that a 
work role relationship must encompass the perspectives, requirements, 
acceptance and commitments of both parties.  Each party acknowledges 
that they must gain more than they give.  Indeed, it’s understood that 
the organization can only be motivated to serve the worker’s needs by 
realizing a benefit of many times what it provides to them, thus justifying 
the reason for sustaining the relationship.  Reciprocally, the organiza-
tion understands that this same fact applies to serving the worker’s needs 
as well.   In applying the “fulcrum” of value and service to the work role’s 
Organizational Triangle, a worker or candidate can have the necessary 
“leverage” for attaining reasonable objectives that reside within the 
Personal Triangle.    In the accurate, consistent practice of Relationship 
Performance, reciprocal performance generates constant wins for both 
parties.  There are no losers.

Work’s a “we” thing!™

In Relationship Performance, each party seeks to more completely 
understand, and be reasonably responsive to, what the other party 
needs.  They choose, form and sustain relationships based on the quali-
ties and value offered to them by the other party against a backdrop of 
choice.  No longer do they accept the status quo frustration and antago-
nism of “us” versus “them,”  “zero-sum,” “I win, you lose” games that 
have been historically played by both parties in desperate workplaces.  
With workplaces more and more emerged in a highly competitive, 
demanding global marketplace of goods, services and talent, “we” 
either find paths to winning together …or “we” find failure together.  

Workers and organizations now must be realistic by acknowledging they 
are coupled together in work roles for the potential of their respective 
rewards, security and destiny.  Both parties must better understand what 
they each want, and be willing to prudently compromise, while being 
equally attentive to what the other party needs.   In work role relations, 
what each party requires is always expressed in a wide range of “perfor-
mance” criteria and parameters from the other.  Though performance 
requirements are reciprocal in their dynamics, each party’s specific 
requirements are highly asymmetrical in their definitions.  This is a good 
thing, for it allows both to gain more than they offer.  A healthy work role 
relationship’s essence is elegantly symbiotic.  In sum:  Work’s a “we” 
thing!™

Iron rusts from disuse; 
stagnant water loses its 
purity and in cold weather 
becomes frozen; even so 
does inaction sap the vigor 
of the mind.

—Leonardo da Vinci

If you want to reach your 
potential, you need to add 
a strong work ethic to your 
talent.

—John Maxwell

The happiness that is 
genuinely satisfying is 
accompanied by the fullest 
exercise of our facilities and 
the fullest realization of the 
world in which we live.

—Bertrand Russell
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“Raising the bar” on the quality of 
shared information…  

In Relationship Performance both parties explore, create and share more 
comprehensive and authentic information by thoughtful Preparation, 
Dialog and Agreement.  This is true before the relationship is formed, 
as it is formed and consistently throughout the relationship, peri-
odically and as needed.  As a result of having better information and 
communications with clear Agreement, both parties are committed to 
deliver defined and expected performance to each other.  As time goes 
by, both parties may evolve their Agreement with the other as their 
respective needs evolve or shift, until at least one or both reach a point 
of transition beyond the role, or there is conclusion in some other form 
of ending.  

By the promise of respective gain, each party is informed and attentive 
to the other to sustain the health and stability of the relationship.   By the 
returns on their respective investments, each party is continually moti-
vated to meet their obligations and commitments in serving the needs 
of the other.  They appreciate that assumptions, apathy and indifference 
can be fatal to their relationship.  In fact, in many ways Relationship 
Performance is an “empathy engine” propelling both parties to under-
stand and respond to each other’s needs.  Relationship Performance 
enables both parties to be responsible for being “response-able” in ser-
vice to each other, reasonably and effectively. 

A serious, “legitimate” endeavor demanding the 
attention of both parties…

Relationship Performance is one of the most legitimate initiatives and 
practices that an organization or a working person can undertake. 
Accordingly, it must be taken seriously.  An organization and working 
person can reap substantial benefits within a daily practice of respon-
siveness to each other.  However, to achieve any improvements or to 
solve problems, both parties must consider the caring and nurturing of 
their performance-based relationships as being “legitimate” and “vital.”  

Work role relations must be consistently appreciated as a priority that 
rises above the competing issues, demands, noise, fray, distractions and 
chronic excuses that are typical within most workplaces.  Relationship 
Performance does not tolerate neglect and procrastination in forming 
and maintaining excellent relationships within work roles.  Returns 
are proportionate to investments.  There are no shortcuts, at least not 
any that are sustainable in free markets where both parties always have 
choice.  

Agreed to differ.
—Robert Southey

Noise proves nothing. Often 
a hen who has merely laid 
an egg cackles as if she had 
laid an asteroid.

—Mark Twain

Life is too short to be in a 
hurry.

— Henry Thoreau
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There have been historic workplace patterns of indifference, apathy, 
denial, neglect, discounting of importance and abuses that both people 
and organizations have suffered in their affiliations with one another. 
Certainly the proper operation and preventative maintenance of a per-
son’s car and house, or an organization’s machinery and facilities, are 
seen as legitimate, important and a good practice. But often a similar 
approach of understanding and responding to the unique needs and 
idiosyncratic requirements that are present in each work role relation-
ship is not seen as a legitimate application of time, resources, or even a 
worthy exercise that merits better thinking and action.  Consequently, 
multitudes of opportunities have been lost and significant risks were 
incurred. 

It’s specific and individual, not general or collective…

Workplaces have historically over-generalized when it comes to people 
and work roles.  People have over-generalized and stereotyped when it 
comes to career decisions and workplace perspectives.  Hence today we 
still see one-size-fits-all management, “human resources,” “workforce/
labor relations” and “collective compensation and benefits programs” 
as a result of this model.   This model can work when all an organization 
seeks is the minimum of performance from theoretical clones measured 
against the lowest common denominator.   However, in reality, work 
roles and their settings, as well as each person within them, have unique 
qualities, attributes and characteristics.  Everyone knows this to be true.  
There is no merit in perpetuating “the insanity of sameness” when the 
preponderance of evidence points to uniqueness.   Whenever the orga-
nization seeks the greatest performance and innovation with the least 
risks and resource burdens; or conversely, whenever the person seeks 
more than a “just a job” and instead prefers greater fulfillment, security 
and rewards from their work, …attention to the specific is demanded.  

Yes, organizations often do hire individually, and with no small irony, 
they often fire individually.  But sadly, in the past, that’s where respon-
siveness and attention to individual needs, issues, and potential ends.  
Sometimes management and talent matters have been analogous to 
a somewhat sophisticated form of “people herding.”  Equally, many 
people have not been discerning enough in their choice of work roles 
or worse, have been “lazy victims” in their tolerance of weak work role 
stewardship.  Examples may be seen in people allowing themselves 
upfront to be “interviewed,” versus having more substantive and egali-
tarian “dialog” where there is mutual exploration of the respective merit 
and rewards in creating a work role relationship.  Many workers are too 
accepting of inappropriate attitudes and actions of supervisors includ-
ing a one-way performance review or the irrational nature of some 
forced-ranking programs.   

Every promise of the soul 
has innumerable fulfillments; 
each of its joys ripen into a 
new want.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

I like work: it fascinates me. 
I can sit and look at it for 
hours. I love to keep it by 
me; the idea of getting rid of 
it nearly breaks my heart.

—Jerome K. Jerome

To different minds, the 
same world is a hell, and a 
heaven.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Yes, in many cases there may be common elements or factors spanning 
different work roles, and there inevitably will be common elements and 
factors spanning many people within a given work role.  However, there 
should always be diligent focus and attention to understanding and 
responding to the specifics, idiosyncrasies and nuances of both people 
and work roles so as that both parties will predictably capture the best of 
possibilities together.  Relationships must be considered and designed 
with the specificity required to accurately and optimally capture the 
full potential of a person and the work role.  Relationship Performance’s 
purpose is “Unleashing the power of people… by design.”  Both 
parties bear responsibilities in the “unleashing.”

The “Rights and Responsibilities” 
of Relationship Performance 

To truly make Relationship Performance legitimate in a career or work-
place, you and the organization must adopt certain shared “rights 
and responsibilities.”   These are explicit and required in the practice 
of Relationship Performance.  Each party has certain universal rights.  
Equally, each party has certain universal responsibilities.  Rights imply 
responsibilities.  Responsibilities earn rights. These rights and respon-
sibilities should always be honored and respected as “underpinnings” 
and “constants” that form the bedrock of a workplace relationship.  You 
might think of these analogous to the Articles of the Constitution in the 
application and practice of Relationship Performance.  These are: 

Each party has the A. right to have work role performance 
parameters and related information expressed through 
the organizing principles (frameworks) and common 
language, collectively known as Relationship Performance.  
Equally, each party has the responsibility to seek under-
standing, then consider, structure and share information 
in the described manner and to the degree they desire to 
achieve and sustain desired performance from the rela-
tionship.  Within this common language and principles, 
each party has the right to knowledge of the other party’s 
work role performance expectations in a complete man-
ner.  Equally, each party has the responsibility to determine, 
and comprehensively and specifically, communicate their 
requirements and expectations of performance to the other 
party.

Can two walk together 
except they be agreed?

—Amos 3:3

I am gradually approaching 
the period in my life when 
work comes first... no longer 
diverted by other emotions, I 
work the way a cow grazes.

—Kaethe Kollwitz

Instead of focusing on what 
we can live with, we should 
be thinking about what we 
can’t live without.

— Ebony Carter
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Each party has the B. right to seek, negotiate, establish and 
sustain an informed agreement of performance with the 
other party.  Equally, each party has a responsibility to be 
responsive to forming and applying an informed agree-
ment of performance in an accurate and timely manner.   
Each party recognizes that the other party possesses alter-
native options to agreement, thus they exercise choice 
when entering and sustaining agreement.  Therefore, only 
attractiveness in the other’s subjective comparison to their 
alternative options will reliably form and sustain the “grav-
ity of agreement.” 

Each party has the C. right to request continuous and con-
sistent information as to the status of their performance 
related to the prevailing work role relationship Agreement.  
Equally, each party has the responsibility to be responsive 
in sharing perspectives and judgments as to the other’s 
performance in a timely manner, and with candor and 
accuracy, for the understanding and betterment of the 
relationship.

Each party has the D. right, when applicable, to request 
modifications, changes and refinements to the prevail-
ing Agreement.  Equally, each party has the responsibility 
to constructively and creatively consider and respond to 
requests for modifications, changes and refinements to 
Agreements in a timely manner.

Each party has the E. right to not be held accountable for 
performance in areas outside of Agreement, unless: (a) 
in exceptional and non-recurring situations in which it was 
not reasonable or possible to anticipate in the prevailing 
Agreement; or (b) acting otherwise would be deemed to be 
an exercise in poor judgment or could cause harm, risk or 
loss.  Equally, each party has the responsibility to seek and 
remain in agreement at all times, while maintaining all cur-
rent performance obligations in the prevailing Agreement.

Each party has the F. right to expect the other to communi-
cate authentically, effectively and with accuracy, doing 
so in a spirit of goodwill, respect and integrity.  Equally, 
each party has a responsibility to communicate in such a 
manner described, with diligent understanding, prepara-
tion, constructive dialog and attention upon forming and 
sustaining a healthy relationship with reciprocal benefit.  

Work is more fun than fun.
—Noel Coward

We’re drowning in 
information and starving for 
knowledge.

—Rutherford Rogers
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Each party has the G. responsibility to never cause intentional 
harm, or knowingly cause damage or loss, to the other 
party.

In some circumstances, a person and/or their organization may elect 
to add additional clauses of rights and responsibilities, but none of the 
above may be removed.

The “Practice Factors” 

Acceptance of the prior universal “Rights and Responsibilities” of 
Relationship Performance sets the stage for beginning practice.  To facili-
tate and enable both parties in their practice, there are five “Practice 
Factors” of Relationship Performance.  These are foundational and 
universally applicable to all work roles and work role relationships.  In 
all use cases, adherence to these five Practice Factors is imperative since 
each is required for fully enabling practitioners to gain reliable, predict-
able and consistently positive results.  Beyond Prerequisites, “Practice 
Factors” and “Rights and Responsibilities,” the approaches, methods 
and processes of Relationship Performance are permitted to be flexible, 
creative, adaptable, and can endlessly morph into operational and per-
sonal career needs.  

The five “Practice Factors” are:

Participation of both parties is required1.  for dialog, designing and 
sustaining a work role relationship, since a healthy work role rela-
tionship is based upon mutual attention to two-way performance.  
Do not attempt to apply Relationship Performance to another 
party without their full engagement and informed participation.  
Either party may introduce and initiate the practice of Relationship 
Performance, but ultimately both parties must be oriented, engaged 
and participate fully.

Both parties2.  must acknowledge, accept and be responsive to 
four realities of work role relationships:  a legitimate priority, • 
discretionary, • embrace change, and • finite.

Both parties3.  must know and accept the basic organizing prin-
ciples and utilize these as a common language of Relationship 
Performance, as presented and described within Career Fulcrum.

Only in man’s imagination 
does every truth find an 
effective and undeniable 
existence.  Imagination, not 
invention, is the supreme 
master as art of life.

—Joseph Conrad

Therefore, with the sword of 
wisdom cut off this doubt in 
your heart; follow the path 
of selfless action; 
stand up, Arjuna!

—Bhagavad Gita
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Both parties4.  must have access to a support means or infrastruc-
ture for assistance, guidance, instruction, counsel and arbitration 
in times of need.  This support access may reside either inter-
nally or externally to an organization, but wherever it resides, it 
must include the availability of qualified persons having appropri-
ate competencies and applicable certification in the practice of 
Relationship Performance™, Talent Stewardship™ or Work Role Yields 
Management™.

The presence of initial and regular structured communications, 5. 
inclusive of documented Agreement and continual feedback 
must be in place.  This must take place with a neutral, shared and 
referential medium that serves as an information platform enabling 
the preparation, dialog, agreement and feedback of each party.

Practice Factor 1:

Participation of both parties is required for dialog, designing and 
sustaining a work role relationship, since a healthy work role rela-
tionship is based upon mutual attention to two-way performance.

Relationship Performance demands the combined engagement and 
attention of workers (or candidates) and an authorized, qualified 
organizational representative.   These parties interact together in good 
will for the betterment of each party.  Certainly, either of the parties 
can initiate the work role relationship; nevertheless, ultimately, both 
must participate, and do so with effectiveness, to make Relationship 
Performance meaningful and dependable.   It takes two.    

Organizational representatives in the relationship may be supervisors, 
department heads, managers, recruiters, hiring managers, leaders or 
executives.   All those charged with the responsibility for a work role, 
whether forming or sustaining the relationship and its reciprocal per-
formance, should be on the forefront of stewarding the relationship.  
In Relationship Performance, the role that responsible organizational 
representatives play is known as “Talent Steward™.”   

Practice Factor 2:

Both parties must acknowledge, accept and be responsive to four 
realities of work role relationships in that: a legitimate priority,  • 
discretionary,  • embrace change, and  • finite.

Some of these realities have already been addressed elsewhere.  However, 
in the practice of Relationship Performance each of these four realities 

It is the nature of games 
to provide alternative 
frameworks for engagement 
and expression and growth, 
whisking us away from the 
grimmer context in which we 
hold the everyday.

—From “The Art of Possibility” 
by Ben Zander

If a man does not keep 
pace with his companions, 
perhaps it is because he 
hears a different drummer.  
Let him step to the music 
which he hears, however 
measured or far away.

—Henry David Thoreau
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must be fully acknowledged and “internalized” by both parties, as 
opposed to seeing them as only abstract theory or verbalized fodder of 
“good intentions.”  Relationship Performance is based upon “attention” 
and accordingly, discounts the value of “intention.”

A summary of today’s four realities of work role relationships: 

A) Work role relationships are a legitimate priority…  Work today is 
not a “marriage model” where the parties are bonded by love, prom-
ise and contract “for better or worse.”  Work today is not a “family 
model” of perpetual and unconditional acceptance despite behaviors 
or attitudes.  Work is no longer a model of “paternal” organizations and 
“loyal” employees.  Rather, work today is a “performance model” where 
only the relative attractiveness and value potential of each party can be 
applied to reliably form and sustain a relationship.  

Work role relationships are relatively fragile, tentative and conditional.  
They demand the attention and/or maintenance similar to that of a 
cherished, diverse garden, sophisticated mechanical equipment or 
saltwater aquarium.   In a similar manner, work role relationships will 
flourish proportionate to attention; and conversely, they will deteriorate 
or fail proportionate to neglect and abuse.  Neither party can “control” 
or effectively “manage” the other in work roles.  Instead, each party can 
only attend to forming, cultivating and taking actions to strengthen their 
relationship.  Therefore, if work role yields, satisfaction, success, risks 
mitigation and minimizing resource burdens are important, then atten-
tion to work role relationships is of paramount legitimacy and priority.  
Today’s valued workers and healthy organizations will not tolerate weak 
or dysfunctional work role relationships.

B) Work role relationships are discretionary… Both parties have 
competitive options available to them.  These options provide each with 
competitive choices.  Thus each party considers, elects and maintains 
Agreement with each other only in a discerning and discretionary man-
ner. Today both parties reside in a world of abundance, not scarcity.  

Thus, neither party has any entitlement to a relationship, nor do they 
have any real command or dictatorial authority over the other party.  
However, together as a symbiotic unit, the parties can enjoy a fountain 
of potential performance possibilities to benefit themselves and oth-
ers.  Since work role relationships are discretionary, both parties must 
consistently earn the relationship by being the other party’s most com-
petitively attractive option.   The relationship must be the preferred 
“choice” by both parties.

Work without Hope draws 
nectar in a sieve,  and Hope 
without an object cannot 
live.

—Samuel Taylor Coleridge

No matter how well you 
perform, there’s always 
somebody of intelligent 
opinion who thinks it’s lousy.

—Lawrence Olivier
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A worker is not analogous to a bird in a cage, but rather to a bird that 
chooses to visit only desirable bird feeders.  Conversely, organizations 
are not analogous to clubs with unconditional membership or a gov-
ernment where you can be granted lifelong citizenship. Rather, as they 
consider work role relationships, organizations are directly analogous to 
a seasoned and savvy investor focused on choosing the right portfolio of 
investments to realize maximum returns and the least risks.  

C) Work role relationships embrace change… People, work roles, 
organizations and their ecosystems purposely have constant change 
taking place across almost endless dimensions.  Since both parties seek 
greater gains from the work role, they constantly seek improvements in 
the work role, and in doing so, there is constant change.  Change pro-
vides good energy propelling reciprocal performance enhancements, 
innovation and responsiveness to industry and marketplace trends 
or threats.  Equally, personal lives evolve and mature with a variety of 
dynamic influences, experiences, milestone events and shifting moti-
vations.  Seldom are work roles truly static, even for a moment; thus, 
both parties in healthy work role relationships must embrace change.  
As a result of embracing change, both parties must carefully attend 
to the evolving needs of staying in accurate, up-to-date and timely 
Agreement with each other.

D) Work role relationships are finite… Work role relationships have a 
beginning and an end.  The end of the relationship is not a bad thing, 
but simply part of the reality of work role relationships.  The practice of 
Relationship Performance must provide constructive and unobstructed 
points of views, environments and behaviors which accept that the 
realities of lives, business factors, available options, changes and career 
advancements will bring inevitable relationship transitions and con-
clusions to work role relationships.  These should not be a matter of 
surprise, disdain or dismay.  Work role relationships are finite contin-
uums spanning finite time periods. 

Both parties also understand the reality that although it takes both par-
ties to form and sustain the relationship, it only requires one party to 
bring it to an end.  There is an “alpha and omega” perspective to a work-
er’s service in any specific role.  There may be succession to other roles 
within the organization or voluntary and involuntary exits to work roles 
outside the organization.  A role relationship is not tenure, a prison, nor 
is a role a form of indentured servitude.  

Both parties should always act and behave with consideration of the 
finite nature of their relationship and the opportunities this can present 

Believe in life!  Always 
human beings will live and 
progress to greater, broader, 
and fuller life.

—William Edward Burghardt 
DuBois

God changes not what is in 
people, until they change 
what is in themselves.

—The Koran
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to each of them.  This is a healthy and more realistic way to interact with 
each other.  Hence, by envisioning work roles relationship as finite, both 
parties can accept, embrace and exploit the realities of the “free market” 
of talent and work role opportunities, and strive to ensure they position 
themselves to have competitive advantage in these free markets.

Practice Factor 3:

Both parties must know and accept the basic organizing principles 
and utilize these as a common language of Relationship Performance, 
as presented and described within Career Fulcrum.

Relationship Performance demands a minimum level of related com-
petence and literacy in application and practice. To harvest its rewards, 
both parties should anticipate that Relationship Performance would 
require a degree of effort and investment in learning and applied prac-
tice.   Relationship Performance will derail almost instantly if both parties 
do not understand, accept and apply (at a minimum) the frameworks 
and language of the Relationship Performance as presented in Career 
Fulcrum.   Both parties must know and use with fluency the constructs 
of Flow, the Triangles, Eight Dimensions and TalentScape Economics. 
Both parties must apply the semantics and taxonomy of Career Fulcrum 
to enjoy the benefits of a common language to be able to communicate 
effectively about their relationship.  

Both parties must have a deep appreciation for the merit, power, ben-
efits, potential and the rationale of a symbiotic relationship.  There must 
be the respective adoption of an “abundance” state of mind and they 
must abandon scarcity, “zero-sum” and “us versus them” thinking. Both 
parties must have points of view, desires and motivations that cause 
them to authentically, reasonably and empathetically respond to the 
needs of each other, and in doing so, create their own benefits. 

Accordingly, organizations planning to harvest the rewards of 
Relationship Performance must invest in training and development 
resources for their management and recruitment staff, workforce and 
qualified candidates.  It is generally preferable that the organization 
supports, endorses and facilitates Relationship Performance from “the 
top down” (ideally beginning at the boardroom and executive suites).  
However, that is not a requirement.  All it takes is one worker (or candi-
date) with one Talent Steward, each possessing a minimum threshold of 
literacy of Relationship Performance.

Idealism increases in direct 
proportion to one’s distance 
from the problem.

—John Galsworthy

Work is love made visible.  
And if you cannot with love 
but only with distaste, it is 
better you should leave your 
work and sit at the gate of 
the temple and take alms of 
those who work with joy.

—Kahlil Gibran
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Practice Factor 4

Both parties must have access to a support means or infrastructure 
for assistance, guidance, instruction, mediation, counsel and arbi-
tration in times of need.  

Work roles and their organizations are extremely complex.  People and 
their lives certainly are very complicated.  Work role relationships are 
juxtaposed between these two very extensive “bundles of complex-
ity.”  There should be no surprise that at times there will be confusion, 
misunderstanding and needs for assistance.   At times people will need 
help getting underway.  At other times there may be tensions and chal-
lenges that need some independent, third party thinking, mediation, 
arbitration or precipitation of creativity.  Therefore, any practice of 
Relationship Performance requires support resources that the parties 
can turn to for instruction, guidance or consultation.  It doesn’t matter 
if the resources are within the organization or external, but they must be 
available to both parties, in equal measure, on a readily accessible and 
reasonable basis.

Practice Factor 5

The presence of initial and regular structured communications, 
inclusive of documented Agreement and continual feedback must 
be in place.  This must take place with balanced and neutral process 
and shared, referential media serving as an information platform 
enabling preparation, dialog, agreement and feedback of each 
party.

A useful metaphor for creating a durable work role relationship is to  
think of a strong, flexible “cloth” or “fabric” woven carefully from 

bidirectional “threads.”  The threads are comprised of fibers 
representing the many vital organizational and personal 

needs and gains comprising “the fabric” of healthy 
work relationship.  Each fiber is a performance com-

mitment.  “Weaving” of a work role relationship 
begins with an understanding of the many threads 
available and required to optimally design, create, 
maintain (or repair) the relationship.  As the two 
parties offer expression and have dialog, it becomes 

quickly apparent what should and should not be 
in the weave.  This is a particularly applicable meta-

phor since the future strength, performance, durability 
and  many other desirable qualities are proportionate to 

carefully weaving well-chosen threads into a well-crafted, 
mutually satisfying relationship.  

©Danny McCall 2001. No duplication or distribution allowed. 
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Equally important in the quality of the fabric is not only what is put 
in but also what is omitted in its construction.  It is also relevant to 
work roles in that if the right threads are not prudently chosen, woven 
incorrectly or imbalanced there will be inevitable failures and disap-
pointments (tears, rips, rot or perhaps just “a tangled mess”).  

The “whole cloth” of a work role relationship requires the participation 
of both parties “in the weaving” if the relationship is to be dependable, 
durable and strong.  Both must supply their respective threads com-
prised of all applicable fibers (that is, their needs and responsibilities) to 
weave lasting, high-performance relationships.  The two parties, as work 
role relationship “weavers”, must creatively explore and seek to under-
stand all the possible “fibers” that may be available to them from the 
raw materials from the respective Organizational Triangle and Personal 
Triangle.  The parties bring these raw materials together in Dialog to cre-
ate a composite of commitments that will form “the vital weave” …so that 
each party reliably realizes the “fusion” of • performance, • satisfaction, 
• relationship durability and • work security.  

As in the actual weaving of a relationship, there is a degree of complex-
ity demanding the attention of both parties.  However, if each approach 
“weaving” their work role relations with a combination of sound orga-
nizing principles, good communications and effective tools, achieving 
and maintaining “the vital weave” can be practical and doable by work-
ers and their talent stewards, or by candidates and those talent stewards 
who have hiring responsibilities.  One such process and tool for both 
parties is known as Relationship Weaver™ (or “The Weaver™”).

Occasional abstract discussions between the two parties about the 
merits of Relationship Performance will not provide its benefits.   Casual 
communication approaches, even those based upon formal training, 
resulting in occasional, unstructured and undocumented conversa-
tions are NOT Relationship Performance.  As you appreciate by now, 
there are too many dimensions, factors and nuances of information 
related to work role relations that should be shared and understood 
for either party to rely only upon spoken words and human memory.   
It is essential in the practice of Relationship Performance that both par-
ties use an approved means for information management and exchange. 
Relationship Weaver is a critical “platform” that serves to keep each 
party “on track” and focused to building and maintaining an optimal 
relationship.  Assumptions and regrets must be prevented!

Relationship Weaver provides an effective method of information prepa-
ration and exchange in a disciplined, organized and principles-based 
manner leading to a high level of shared understanding and mutual 
responsiveness. Weaver’s components and processes are designed to 

The theater needs reminding 
that there is nothing more 
debasing than the work of 
those who do well what is 
not worth doing at all.

—Gore Vidal

A verbal agreement isn’t 
worth the paper it’s written 
on.

—Samuel Goldwyn

I would not give a fig for 
the simplicity on this side of 
complexity, but I would give 
my life for the simplicity on 
the other side of complexity.

— Oliver Wendell Holmes
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facilitate authentic and thorough expression, Dialog and Agreement 
by applying common language and dependable principles to mutu-
ally achieve the rewards that each party seeks.  To realize better work 
relations there must be an effective and open expression that tends to 
neutralize the imbalance of authority.  Authority difference suppresses 
authenticity in communications, and does so in both directions. Each 
party gaining candid, complete, accurate and timely information is criti-
cal for the applied practice of Relationship Performance and realizing its 
rewards.  Furthermore, both parties must be enabled to reach, sustain 
and modify Agreements with each other in a dependable manner at 
any time or in any workplace situation.  And perhaps most importantly, 
each must be able to periodically receive or offer feedback as to how 
well respective responsibilities, terms and parameters of Agreement are 
being met.   

The process of Weaving a work role relationship is centered upon 
high-quality expression to each other first, followed by dialog focused 
upon attaining each party’s commitments to the other.  Commitments 
are known as “Shakes™”. The final sum total of all Shakes comprise the 
Agreement.  Neither party should expect anything that’s not a Shake.

Dialog in a neutral setting is certainly the most important medium of 
communication in most human situations.  This is true in workplace 
relationships.  Dialog timing and environment must be conducive to 
good dialog.  This means allowing ample time with no distractions, 
interruptions or “power plays” (such as taking place at one’s desk).   

The quality of the weaving of a work role relationship improves propor-
tionately by the attention of both parties to these seven areas:

Diligent 1. preparation self understanding, RP knowledge and good 

“recon” of the other’s probable needs and values. 

Comprehensive, authentic expression2.  by applying Relationship 

Weaver’s online component to describe needs and reflect your value to the 

relationship, including attractive qualities and attributes .

Dialog, applicable compromise and 3. Agreement.
(Optional) In Agreement elect “key indicators” 4. or metrics 

determining relationship quality serving as reference and warning .

Easily accessible documentation5.  via your online tool .

Periodic, timely feedback6.  via your online tools

Keep agreement current and up-to-date7.  by modifying your 

agreeement via 1,2, & 3.   

Relationship Weaving as a neutral, balanced communications process 
and distribution of accountabilities between the two parties, can be a 

It would be an unsound 
fancy and self-contradictory 
to expect that things which 
have never yet been done 
can be done except by 
means which have never yet 
been tried.

—Francis Bacon

If you want to build a ship, 
don’t drum up the men 
to gather wood, divide 
the work, and give orders.  
Instead, teach them to yearn 
for the vast and endless sea.

—Antoine de Saint Exupery

The great end of all human 
industry is the attainment of 
happiness.

— David Hume
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giant step toward significant improvements in work role relationships 
and the practice of Relationship Performance. 

Both parties are strongly encouraged to invest time, energy and creativ-
ity to create and continually cultivate the best possible relationship. 
Creating information, having Dialog and constructing Agreement may 
seem in timidating or daunting, but it needn’t be.  Once you begin the 
process, it becomes more obvious, painless, and extremely rewarding.  
The big challenge for most is simply getting started.  Reward awaits. 

Keep in mind, both parties already have in place all the complexities, 
challenges and realities related to work role relationships.  Relationship 
Performance and its tools of practice simply enable each to understand 
and respond to their realities in a more rewarding manner.

Relationship Weaver™: A brief orientation 

Relationship Weaver is the basic toolset that workers, candidates and 
Talent Stewards use to practice Relationship Performance.  Weaver facili-
tates each of the before mentioned “seven areas of attention” in Practice 
Factor 5.  It improves the quality of work role relationships.  Weaver 
can be considered a “work role relationship construction and manage-
ment tool”.  Weaver is neutral and unbiased; thus equally serving the 
needs of both parties.  It can precipitate discoveries, creativity, enhance 
understanding, reveal hidden issues and provoke new thinking.  It also 
desensitizes difficult topics by allowing different forms of expression 
that are principles based.  With rigorous usage it can reduce  historically 
troubled interactions that may previously have been prone to destruc-
tive conflict, tensions, negative emotions or even paralysis.   By design, 
Weaver encourages both parties to apply a common language, bett er 
thinking and RP Principles.  It leads both parties to be more informed to 
respective “fulcrums” to gain what they seek.  That is, each party comes 
to dialog after initial expression and particiaptes in dialog by “looking  
through the lens” of the other party’s Triangle.   The Weaver is thought 
provoking.   (See Figure 3… RP Conversation Mat). 

Weaver shapes and shares the constructive perspectives of both “play-
ers,” produces performance-oriented dialog and helps to form durable 
Agreements.  Weaver replaces unfocused energy, misunderstandings, 
confusion, assumoptions, dysfunctional disagreements, backward-
facing “performance reviews” or ambivalence with forward-facing 
attention and accoutnability.  Used consistently, Weaver guides both 
parties and prevents problematic “games” that may be presently resid-
ing in workplaces with more constructive interaction that’s all upside, 
since Relationship Performance is a game where everyone wins.  It’s a 

The most successful people 
are those who are good at 
plan B.

—James Yorke

The only unique asset that 
a business has for gaining 
a sustained competitve 
advantage over rivals is its 
workforce ...the skills and 
dedication of its employees.  
There is no other sustainable 
competitive advantage in the 
modern, high-tech, global 
economy.

—Robert Reich
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Work’s a We Thing!™ enabler. In some respects, beyond daily mutual 
performance for each other, the Weaver can be seen as the “playing 
field” of Relationship Performance.  

Weaver creates a discipline and can be used in many ways and at any 
time within the workplace. It should be applied within the hiring pro-
cess.  It is advised that anytime work role relationships are discussed, 
Weaver should be utilized or standing by ready to assist and improve 
the circumstances.  Weaver components can be creatively applied into 
many aspects of role playing, problem solving, work role innovation, 
management training, on-boarding and skills development. 

In initial Weaver online usage, both parties reveal and propose to each 
other their respective values, desires, aversions and requirements for 
achieving a successful and satisfying relationship.  The worker initiates 
process by creating and sending a “shuttle”.  This is followed by their 
talent steward’s response (and as applicable, supplemental items are 
offered).  For items that remain without Shakes, or where there is request 
for more information, dialog follows. With Weaver’s RP Conversation 
Mat (fig. 3) placed appropriately between them, both parties consider, 
negotiate, and compromise to find an acceptable resolution to each 
other’s unresolved respective needs, responsibilities, and preferences.  
Everything takes place within a sequential process to an ultimate point 
of achieving Agreement with each other. Then two parties decide when 
enough Shakes are collectively in place to determine Agreement has 
been reached.  If Agreement cannot be reached, both should realize the 
relationship is seriously endangered.  And once more: no Shake? No 
Expectation.  

©Danny McCall 2007. No duplication or distribution allowed. 

Figure 3 - RP Conversation Mat 
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Talent 
Steward

Person
@Work

Enjoys and utilizes
the leverage of  

Personal Triangle™

Each party utilizes the RP Conversation Mat™ 
to discuss, construct and sustain a rewarding relationship

RP Conversation Mat™ Enjoys and utilizes 
the leverage of

Organizational Triangle™

Everyone thinks of changing 
the world, but no one thinks 
of changing himself.

—Leo Tolstoy
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Relationship Weaver:  the toolset

The Relationship Weaver toolset (Weaver™) offers a guiding foundation, 
management, documentation and maintenance utilities for all work role 
relationship Agreements.  These aid in improving expression, resolving 
differences, establishing agreement, providing feedback and alerting to 
dangers.  Weaver toolset has two types of components.  

Physical:  The RP Conversation Mat• 
Online (browser-based) tools, media and utilities • located 
within www.JungleLight.com which includes: 
User dashboard•  and management area

–  Shuttles, a medium to create and send initial prespective 
and gain perspectives.  Generally these are used by work-
ers.

–  Supplement, a medium for a recipient to share additional 
perspectives and gain response.  Generally these are used 
by stewards and other management.

–  Agreement, which is the collective sum total of Shakes on 
a single web page, accessible by both parties.

–  Periodic polling and reporting to offer both parties feed-
back as to the health of their relationship. 

 The online tools provide not only easily accessed information docu-
mentation, archiving, feedback, but also the value of analytics and a 
substantive degree of knowledge management.  In the workplace, the 
worker and the Talent Steward can and should return to the process 
and tools at anytime there is a need to discuss, modify and stay in 
Agreement.  Weaving can also be a platform for continuous improve-
ment.  Weaver uses and applications can be straightforward and simple, 
or you can make them deep, wide and sophisticated.  Weaver is exten-
sible into other personal and organizational solutions.  
 
Though it is generally advised that you adhere to the prescribed pro-
cesses and tools usage, there is no right or wrong way to apply Weaver 
per se. You can modify the process to best suit your needs. Weaving is 
flexible and adaptable to your situations ...as long as you are following 
the basic guidelines and Relationship Performance Principles, heed 
the Prerequisites, Five Practice Factors, and comply with the Rights 
and Responsibilities herein, and always act in good will toward the 
other party.  Even the early steps of progressive action can provide fast 
and significant results for both parties.  What is important is finding the 
right approach and environment that works for both you and your talent 
steward.  

For more information, you will find the basic instructions for the Weaver 
in your JungleLight online environment.

Oh let us love our 
occupations, 
Bless the squire and his 
relations,
Love upon our daily rations,
And always know our proper 
stations.

—Charles Dickens

Taste the joy that springs 
from labor.
— Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Can you further expand on the term “Talent Steward™”?

The term “Talent Steward” may be used in a variety of contexts.   All 
relate to the organizational attention of relationships between people 
and the organizations in which they work, or seek to work.   Relationship 
Performance ushered in new thinking and the need for professional 
competencies related to organizational investments in work role rela-
tionships.   The need included greater appreciation and responsiveness 
to “work role designs” that accurately addressed the needs of both 
parties within specific work roles (versus the more one-way “job 
description” and “one-size-fits-all” management conventions).  This 
new profession and the related functions within the organization is 
known as “Talent Stewardship.™”

Certainly the terms “steward” and “stewardship” have been used in a 
limited manner by labor unions, usually pertaining only to address-
ing the issues and needs of its members.  However, the term “Talent 
Stewardship” and its derivative term,  “Talent Steward™,” are far more 
holistic and symbiotic, in that they encompass a synthesis of work role 
architecture in the fullest sense, which by its nature includes addressing 
all matters of importance to workers, candidates and organizations.  

“Talent Steward” and “Talent Stewardship” are evolving in their con-
texts of usages as both noun and verb; role and function; and title and 
profession.  The “role” of Talent Steward has functional advocacy and 
accountability for the interests of workers and organizations through 
accurately applying the principles of Relationship Performance for the 
betterment of both parties.  A person may serve as a Talent Steward on 
“the front line” by being instrumental in either forming and/or sustain-
ing relationships.  The Talent Steward attends to both the work role 
and the relationships within it.   This person is the greatest advocate 
to the organization for both workers and candidates.  Conversely, the 
Talent Steward is the organization’s effective advocate with the worker 
or candidate relative to the work role’s various performance factors.  In 
this respect, the Talent Steward is attentive to both parties’ needs of 
performance from each other.  They can be thought of as “brokers of 
performance.”

Talent Steward is somewhat analogous to the term “engineering” or 
“finance/accounting” in that it is used in a variety of ways.   For example, 
as a noun, it can be a competence, profession or role, each spanning a 
variety of contexts.   As a verb, such as “to talent steward” or “offer tal-
ent stewardship,” it refers to a wide range of functions, activities and 

The man who in view of 
gain thinks of righteousness; 
who in view of danger is 
prepared to give up his life; 
and who does not forget an 
old agreement however far 
back it extends-such a man 
may be reckoned a complete 
man.

—Confucius

Our lives begin to end the 
day we remain silent about 
things that matter.

—Martin Luther King, Jr.
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behaviors acting on behalf of organizations and workers in caring for 
the forming and sustaining of optimal work role relationships.   Also as 
in engineering, with the completion of applicable education and devel-
opment, there is professional accreditation known as Certified Talent 
Steward™ or CTS™.   As an accredited professional, Talent Stewardship 
can be directly applied to work role diagnostics, designs and continuous 
improvements.  Such programs of personal development can benefit 
traditional work roles such as those of supervisor, director, manager, 
recruiter, hiring manager, leadership or organizational design.  Anyone 
in the organization who has a role related to the formation and better-
ment of work roles can benefit by possessing Certified Talent Steward 
knowledge and methods.  

2.  Is a work role “relationship” considered only within the immediate 
interactions between one worker and one talent steward (such as a 
manager, supervisor, recruiter leader)?

No, quite the opposite...   Work role relationships typically extend far 
beyond the interactions between one worker (or candidate) and a single 
person representing the organization as a Talent Steward.  In fact, tech-
nically, a work role relationship exists between the worker (or candidate) 
and “the organization.”  (Talent Stewards serve in their roles for the 
organization.)  The work role relationship in both thought and design 
should accurately reflect the full scope of the work role’s reality within 
its environments.

By the nature of work role relationships, they often touch many other 
people, roles, processes, policies, procedures, programs and initiatives 
across the organization with numerous interconnections, influences 
and ramifications (or vice versa).  Therefore the work role relationship 
may include peers, subordinates, all layers of supervision, management 
and leadership, various interactions in processes, and with other com-
munities within your organization.   Work role relationships reaching 
outside the organization may include customers, vendors, industries 
and marketplaces, and can even encompass professional associations.  

Furthermore, workers may have many Talent Stewards to whom they 
have direct-reporting relationships (such as in matrixed and depart-
mental or rotational shift situations).  Workers may be in work roles 
themselves as Talent Stewards, for ultimately all persons in an organiza-
tion are also “workers.”  Thus they may have many different subordinates 
reporting to them and in their care.  In the “other direction,” work role 
relationships are also impacted and influenced by other people in the 
lives of the workers and candidates, such as families, friends, affiliations, 
and so forth (typically those people who are in the “Effects” corner of the 
Personal Triangle).

Look, the workings of an 
automatic transmission are 
more complicated than a 
manual transmission.  To 
simplify a complex event, 
you need a complex system.

—David Allen

Great spirits have always 
found violent opposition 
from mediocre minds.  The 
latter cannot understand 
it when a man does not 
thoughtlessly submit to 
hereditary prejudices but 
honestly and courageously 
uses his intelligence and 
fulfills the duty to express 
the results of his thoughts in 
clear form.

—Albert Einstein
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Accordingly, the organizing principles of Relationship Performance are 
designed to incorporate all environmental and ecosystem circumstances 
that surround the work role. (See Figure 4, Many Potential Dimensions)  
The practice of Relationship Performance should incorporate larger 
matters and the more global concerns, as applicable and beneficial.   For 
example, if an organization is fully practicing Relationship Performance, 
you may find a variety of implications and related modifications within 
employee manuals, benefits programs, policies, agreements, training, 
on-boarding, advancements and succession programs, career manage-
ment, scheduling and so forth. 

3.  How often should both parties provide feedback with regard to their 
respective performances in the work role relationship Agreement?

There is no single answer to this question, for it is entirely situational.  
That said, the simple answer is: “As often as required to sustain an opti-
mal relationship.”  Feedback is critical in Relationship Performance, and 
it is generally true that this leads to far more feedback more often than 
has been the norm in workplaces.  We are all aware of coaches, orches-
tra conductors and movie directors who provide feedback constantly 
and intensely to the athlete, musician or actor.  Certainly feedback in 
either direction should be more than once or twice a year in most work 
role situations!   “Constant and consistent” feedback is better than feed-
back “events” (such as dreaded performance reviews).  In the practice of 
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Figure 4 - Relationship Performance ...Many Potential Dimentsions 

Couples are wholes and not 
wholes, 
what agrees disagrees, 
the concordant is discordant.  
From all things one and from 
one all things.

—Heraclitus
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Relationship Performance, creating or modifying a work role Agreement 
should be “the event.”  Afterwards, gaining feedback should be designed 
to be a continuous, simple and practical matter.  In fact, how and when 
this will be done, and what it will include, should be a part of the work 
role Agreement.  

Generally, feedback should be offered so that it is continuously available 
and accessible.  This may be in a periodic and disciplined manner.  If 
preferable and effective, this can be highly asynchronous as to timing 
and expectations between the two parties.  In other words, there is no 
reason both parties have to provide feedback to each other simultane-
ously, indeed the quantities and qualities in each direction may be 
entirely different.  Either party should be able to reasonably request (or 
poll) feedback from the other based upon concerns or when they have 
reasons for curiosity.   Both parties should offer  “praise, gratitude and/
or recognition feedback” when the other excels beyond the parameters 
of the work role Agreement.   Optimally, feedback should be consis-
tent, constant, dynamic and easily accessible to both parties regardless 
of the hour, day, week or month (via a digital system included with 
Performance Harvester™).  “Corrective feedback” should generally be 
offered the moment things go off track or begin drifting to negative per-
formance, issues and problems (i.e. “nip it in the bud”).  

4.  Beyond specific performance feedback parameters that relate 
to a work role Agreement, are there considerations that should be 
included which are considered universal?

Ultimately feedback is an appraisal or assessment of the other party’s 
actual performance mapped against the performance parameters of the 
prevailing work role Agreement for a specified period of time.  Feedback 
must be two-way and based solely upon the work role Agreement, so 
both parties have clear understanding as to how they are, or are not, 
satisfying the specific parameters of the established and prevailing 
work role Agreement.  It is not reasonable or appropriate to hold a party 
accountable to performance not defined within the Agreement.

There are almost endless approaches to feedback methods and mecha-
nisms that may be a part of Agreements.  However, from a “universal 
perspective,” a standardized “rating system” is advised.  This should cor-
relate directly with Relationship Performance organizing principles and 
common language.  Accordingly, all performance parameters should be 
related to the pertinent “corners” of the respective Triangle frameworks.  
In this approach, accumulating information can be refined into impor-
tant “categorical” knowledge for continuous improvements in areas 
such as work role design and career mastery.   This approach also better 

If a man will begin with 
certainties, he shall end 
in doubts; but if he will be 
content to begin with doubts 
he shall end in certainties.

—Sir Francis Bacon

How agree the kettle and the 
earthen pot together?

—Ecclesiasticus, The Bible
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communicates whether one party is meeting or exceeding the other’s 
requirements, or if there is a deficit.  In other words, a feedback system 
that is totally focused upon the Agreement.  An example is this simple 
method of feedback indicators:

“In Agreement” …as to whether the other party is accurately • 
and reliably meeting their responsibilities of performance 
related to each Triangle corner (this is the baseline norm 
and the indicator of fully acceptable performance)  
“-1” or “-2” …as to the degree the party is deficit in perfor-• 
mance parameters related to each Triangle corner
“+1” or “+2” …as to the degree the party is exceeding the • 
performance parameters related to each Triangle corner

Figure 5 - Performance Harvester™: A Talent Steward’s Console Showing Work Role Relationships

©Danny McCall 2007. No duplication or distribution allowed. 
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As an example, a hypothetical worker that is performing very well 
may be deemed to be “In Agreement” in each of the three areas of 
the Organizational Triangle, whereas the organization may be “In 
Agreement” in the “I” and “We” areas of the Personal Triangle, but a 
“-1” in the “Effects” corner.  All negative and positive ratings should 
have information as to the reasons for the rating, and offer at least one 
path to remedy.  Discussion is encouraged and should be welcomed.  
(In such discussions, it is preferable that the Weaver be used as a tool 
for maintaining high-quality discussions whenever applicable.)  Each 
organization can determine with greater specificity the differences and 
implications of increments of the “1” versus “2” quantitative degrees as 
well as the “+” or “–“ and this may vary per work role.   Another advan-
tage to this approach is the practical potential of  “continuous feedback,” 
if applied within an accessible online or reporting system.   (See Figure 
5)

Generally the “tighter the feedback loop” as to time, the better the 
results for both parties.  Feedback must clearly indicate the time period 
that is being assessed or appraised (ideally the feedback information 
in both directions should be recorded cumulatively so as to show each 
parties’ history or trends across the passage of time).

All workers within a common work role should be provided with 
consistent standards and methods of feedback.  I also advocate that a 
mechanism be set up so the worker can report (or preferably be polled) 
as to their current status as applicable in their three Flow zones at any 
given time.  This can be an important “early warning system” for the 
benefit of both parties and their constructive actions (since Flow zones 
do not always correlate to the Agreement due to changes and influ-
ences).  A more sophisticated and valuable approach to determining 
these Flow zones is utilizing the constructs of the “Personal Work Role 
Experience Assessment™”  (Career Fulcrum, Illumination 112).

5.  Related to the information used in the practice of Relationship 
Performance, may there be private portions or does all have to be 
shared, and by doing so, made public? 

Relationship Performance may include shared or “published” informa-
tion as well as private information.  There may be endless reasons as to 
why either party may need to have private information for consideration, 
aid in thinking and assistance in decision-making.   Enjoying the ben-
efits of good and authentic communications does not mean you must 
share or reveal everything to each other.  Neither party has any right to 
demand or force the other party to reveal something he/she elects not 

The sword within the 
scabbard keep, 
And let mankind agree.

—John Dryden

You will find rest from vain 
fancies if you perform every 
act in your life as though it 
were your last.

—Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
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to reveal, for whatever reason.  The information published and shared 
in Relationship Performance such as through the use of the Weaver is 
always voluntary and should always be based on honesty, a spirit of 
goodwill and good intent for the betterment of both parties.  It is a forum 
for information that, to the best of each party’s knowledge, is candid, 
forthright, true, correct and authentic.   Relationship Performance is a 
venue of good intent with a prevailing “gravity of agreement.”  

Beyond only confidentiality and privacy, there may be information in 
the respective frameworks that is either not relevant or pertinent to the 
role and the relationship, or should be kept outside the relationship.  
Putting this into the Dialog would only add distraction and noise or 
serve to dilute that which is more important.  Relationship Performance 
does not mean or intend to imply that you offer full disclosure to one 
another.  In fact, even a perception that full disclosure is expected 
might cause one to resist participation, or to be severely inhibited in 
participating and communicating with honesty and openness.  If such 
an expectation existed, manipulation, intimidation, coercion, “head 
games” and untruths would be the norm at best.  

It is in everyone’s best interest that both parties are naturally and enthu-
siastically engaged and motivated to gain Relationship Performance.  It 
is critical that neither party try to force information from the other or 
violate the other’s trust in honoring their rights.  There are two related 
considerations:

Neither party should expect the other to understand or • 
appreciate anything that has not been shared or expressed 
effectively and completely.
As a general rule, neither party should consider anything • 
shared to be secret or private after that point, unless there 
are other agreements that identify and protect that infor-
mation as such.

Sometimes sharing information with each other will be progressive and 
incremental.  Often in the beginning of Relationship Performance in a 
specific work role relationship, one party will go further than the other 
in sharing their information, thoughts and revelations openly and in a 
more comprehensive manner.  That is fine.  In fact, by one party being 
more forthcoming, it can often create an accelerated spirit of trust, 
mutual respect and confidence in the relationship.  In such circum-
stances, it is essential that the “less open” party respects the potential 
vulnerability of the situation and does nothing that could be deemed 
abusive, manipulative or exploitative with the shared information.  
Without the pull of the “gravity of agreement,” there is little foundation 

Harmony is pure love, for 
love is complete agreement.

—Lope de Vega
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for constructive rapport, much less a mutually productive relationship. 
A good way to start is to use the Weaver with Dialog using “the frame-
works.” The use of the Weaver reveals each party’s genuine respect and 
empathy for the other as well as the desire for the best possible relation-
ship.  

By using the Weaver, both parties will learn to better communicate with 
each other.  The frameworks provide both with a structure for dialog 
and feedback that desensitizes issues and topics that now may not 
even be discussed at all, or only with great difficulty and reluctance.  It 
is to be expected that communicating like this will seem awkward and 
“alien” at first.  After all, for many this requires a breakthrough in new 
thinking and perhaps new behaviors.   The frameworks are designed to 
work together to lessen emotions, insecurity and fears that may prevail 
between the two parties and can serve to uncover challenges that often 
blow up to major proportions if not addressed while still minor.  Work 
relationships that are not well maintained can become diseased and can 
often lead to ugly or fatal consequences.  Through Weaver’s structured, 
periodic and two-way communication and Agreements of Relationship 
Performance, you can curb the growth and festering of dangers and 
risks in workplace relationships.   In fact, both parties can become quite 
immune to the problems that plague many in the workplace.  Your work 
role relationship can be much more healthy and functional rather than 
the dysfunctional, toxic, indifferent or antagonistic relationships that 
are all too common.   In this respect, Relationship Performance can be 
seen as “preventative maintenance” for protecting both parties from 
relationship breakdowns and failures.

Because of their age-long 
training in human relations-
-for that is what feminine 
intuition really is--women 
have a special contribution 
to make to any group 
enterprise, and I feel it is 
up to them to contribute 
the kinds of awareness that 
relatively few men...have 
incorporated through their 
education.

—Margaret Mead
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6.  It would seem that in many work roles the information that is 
shared could get quite extensive and multi-dimensional.  Is that cor-
rect?

Yes, but keep in mind, Relationship Performance does not add complex-
ity, it simply helps each party perform better and have better results 
with the complexities they already have in place.  It can be anticipated 
you will need to consider, share and integrate many different types of 
information to garner the most potential from your relationship.  The 
frameworks by their nature may compel each party to consume and 
consider a wide variety of “new” information from the other party’s 
perspective.  Further, both should be attempting to do all they can to 
understand how to improve, refine and evolve the role, and its per-
formance for each.  Seldom is “ignorance bliss” (for long) in work role 
relationships.

For example, information regarding personal training and develop-
ment, applicable business strategies, marketing plans or operational 
processes, financial information, applicable personality and thinking 
style assessment information, and information from third parties and 
vendors or that of regulatory contexts, might be included.  However, 
neither party should  “over share” for this becomes only noise and 
distraction, and may lead to diluting the more important points and 
parameters of the work role.  Only information that is deemed to be rel-
evant and pertinent to work role performance and the health/strength of 
the relationship should generally be shared. 

7.   As in a Practice Factor, stating that work roles are “finite” seems 
rather severe, hard-edged and perhaps for some, even unnecessarily 
frightening.  Why is this an essential Practice Factor?  

This fact is simply reality, and to think otherwise is not only denial, but 
thinking otherwise may lead both parties astray and often into unneed-
ed problems.  Relationship Performance outfits and equips the parties 
for “the way the world is.”  One of its purposes and values is to expand 
understanding and put in place more complete points of view, so that 
each party can be more responsive and effective in gaining the yields 
they seek for a given work role.  

The name “role” is also important metaphorically for a work role is a 
part in the organization’s current  “screenplay.”   Equally, and as the 
name implies, a role is also simply a chosen segment or activity within a 
person’s career.  With the passage of time, and the myriad of influences 
that are impacting both parties, either the role comes to an end because 
the “screenplay changes,” or the person exits the role due to shifts and 

The dogmas of the quiet past 
are inadequate to the stormy 
present.  The occasion is 
piled high with difficulty, 
and we must rise with the 
occasion.  As our case is new, 
so we must think anew and 
act anew.

—Charles Kettering

If you have always done 
it that way, it is probably 
wrong.

—Charles Kettering
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influences in their life and/or new motivations.  Beyond the role, a per-
son may remain with the organization within a new role.  Otherwise, 
either the organization or the person, or both, may elect to “part ways,” 
for a variety of reasons.    Work roles and work role relationships change, 
and ultimately are only temporary and fleeting in their nature.  

The finite nature of work affiliation is one reason the term “role” is so 
apt for today’s workplace.  Organizations generally are no longer pater-
nal, nor protected themselves from change, thus “jobs for life” or “job 
security” is simply not a dependable model.   Nor are “loyal” employ-
ees, who will remain in place indefinitely, or are resilient to constant 
neglect, found to be a reliable point of view in today’s talentscape. Only 
reciprocal performance as needed from and for each party, against the 
backdrop of competitive options, will hold the relationship together in a 
dependable manner.  This is not necessarily good or bad—just reality.  

As long as both parties operate on a basis of common understanding 
as to abundance, choice, predictability and Relationship Performance, 
all events and changes may lead to better things for each.  There 
should not be anything that is unsolvable or untenable.  It’s all about 
performance—both of you getting it and giving it in a sea of change—on 
both sides. Relying on artificial foundations of thought lead to chronic 
dysfunctions in both parties such as “entitlement” points of view, inap-
propriate animosity, surprises and disappointments.  Such ill-formed 
points of view can also lead to other risks and dangers, such as failures 
to plan accordingly in making preparations and contingencies for that 
time when transitions will inevitably occur.  Worse still, the false belief 
that work role relationships are permanent or indefinite in nature can 
also endanger one or both parties by causing one to not be attentive to 
the other’s needs (ironically, hastening an end to the relationship).  

8.  You mentioned that Relationship Weaver is a part of a suite of 
tools.  Please elaborate.

From the late 1980’s, TalentSphere has conducted research, experi-
mentation and development in what is now known as Relationship 
Performance.  This included inventing and refining a body of knowledge 
along with tools and systems to assist and enable working people and 
organizations in forming and sustaining a better relationship with each 
other.   One such suite of tools and systems is marketed as Performance 
Harvester™ which includes Relationship Weaver, as well as a hosted 
online ASP system for continuous Agreement feedback, advanced 
documentation, reporting, “dashboard instrumentation,” advanced 
information exchange, knowledge management and analytics for the 
work role relationships.   

In every age and clime 
we see
Two of a trade can never 
agree.

—John Gay

All exact science is 
dominated by the idea of 
approximation.

—Bertrand Russell
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Also related is Work Role Yields Management™ (WRYM™) which is a 
curriculum of advanced principles, practices, methodologies, com-
petencies and other Relationship Performance resources.  The basic 
tools suite for WRYM is Yields™.  There are other available suites such 
as Talent Harvester™ (advanced recruiting) and Innovation Harvester™ 
(innovation precipitation).   All of these are used only under license from 
TalentSphere and are protected intellectual and copyrighted properties 
with patents and patents pending.

9.  I am confused about the term “free market.”  Can you explain what 
this is and how it may be relevant to the practice of Relationship 
Performance?

There’s some weird stuff that takes place inside of organizations that 
related to the forming and sustaining of relationships.  We all know that 
it’s a “free, open talent market” outside the walls of organizations.  That 
is, outside the organization both workers and organizations are free to 
respectively pursue and choose whatever they believe to be best for their 
needs and objectives.  If either party applies the right value proposition 
and principles outside of the organization, they can be confident that 
a free market will work very well for their objectives!  Due to the pres-
ence of abundance, a free market rewards value consistently and almost 
perfectly (much like free enterprise does for buyers and sellers).   Free 
markets have a tendency to benefit everyone as well as produce amaz-
ing options, qualities, innovations, effectiveness and efficiencies.  Free 
markets also lead to greater value due to the prevalence of information 
that invites competitive comparisons.  Indeed, free markets of talent 
and work role opportunities are even more potent since the advent of 
the instant, worldwide access to rich and varied information at your 
fingertips from the Internet.  

However, often inside of organizations the “lights are turned off” with 
regard to free markets.  As evidence, most workers can find opportuni-
ties and in doing so, choose new, attractive talent stewards easier and 
quicker in another state, or even another country, than they can within 
their own organization or even their department!  Equally, most leaders 
and managers can attract and select new talent easier anywhere outside 
of their organization with far greater ease and with less political conflict 
than they can within their own workplace community.  Inside organiza-
tions there is little competition among management or workers in a free 
market sense, hence neither are rewarded for superior performance 
(but rather inferior performance and weak qualities are protected and 
perpetuated).  There is something very wrong with this picture.   

I cannot say whether things 
will get better if we change; 
what I can say is they must 
change if they are to get 
better.

—George C. Lichtenberg
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The practice of Relationship Performance invites a free market within 
the organization.   Supervisors and leaders as strong talent stewards 
should be able to freely compete for, and gain, relationships with the 
best talent, inside and outside of the organization.  Only by internal 
free markets will there be the presence of the “invisible hand” assuring 
the best in talent stewardship by managers and leaders.  Talent stewards 
offering an inferior product (relationship) will not be allowed to exist 
any longer.   Conversely, the best talent should be able to compete for, 
and gain, relationships with the managers and leaders that best practice 
Talent Stewardship.  This will be a new and important dimension of 
rewards and compensation for strong work performance.  By opening 
a marketplace inside the organization entitlement and inferior perfor-
mance disappear …in both directions, and is replaced with continuous 
improvement of performance …in both directions.  In free markets, the 
outside and inside markets combine.  This becomes healthy, and para-
doxically, it may create more opportunities within for both parties, thus 
less losses and risks related to the outside worlds… such as voluntary 
exists, outsourcing, shut downs, etc.

Contrary to the initial opinion of many leaders when they first hear 
this, adopting such thinking and actions does not result in anarchy; 
However, it does shake things up …for the better. The same convention-
al considerations and etiquette, such as reasonable “notice of leaving/
resignation,” and the related courtesies, ethics, empathy and communi-
cations, apply that you would show if you were interacting with anyone 
or any entity outside of the organization.  On the other hand, this also 
means a party may not choose to notify or reveal to the other party that 
they are exploring another opportunity with another option within the 
organization (though within a healthy relationship either party may 
elect to do so to provide means of remedy).   Both parties may find 
themselves being amazingly candid with each other in this regard as 
they apply Relationship Performance over time.  Everyone sees clearly 
that the only way to win is to win together through very attractive work 
role relationships.

In sum, the practice of Relationship Performance should go beyond 
accepting the transitory and finite nature of a work role, and indeed 
should anticipate and facilitate both personal and organizational 
growth and the related positive dynamics that emerge from free mar-
ket philosophies.   In no way should either party be policy restricted 
or politically inhibited from exploring new options and opportunities 
across and organization for the betterment of rewards in each of its work 
roles and the relationships within them (the opposite should be encour-
aged and enabled).  Free markets inside an organization amplify choice, 
thus ultimately better outcomes for all who are deserving.

My idea of an agreeable 
person is a person who 
agrees with me.

—Hugo Bohun

Never promise more than 
you can perform.

—Publilius Syrus
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10.  You allude to competition and competitiveness many times.  Who 
is competing with whom and why?  Must it be this way?

Savvy organizations effectively compete with other organizations to 
create a robust pool of the most qualified talent for their work roles.  This 
provides them with choice and predictability as to whom they choose 
to form and sustain work role relations.  Equally, astute workers (and 
candidates) compete with other workers and candidates to create a 
pool of attractive work role opportunities from which to choose for their 
best career paths. 

Choice and competition are interwoven.  Whenever one party or entity 
has choice, the other party must compete amongst “the other options” 
to win favor and acceptance.  This is true in democratic political sys-
tems.  This is true in free enterprise economic systems.  And this is 
true in the workplace.  Choice is very good to have, for with it you gain 
predictability and a significant degree of control over your rewards and 
your destiny.   Likewise, competition is a good thing, for it brings about 
the best qualities, values and performance from those that offer services 
and products to those that consume and need them. (Certainly anything 
taken to excess or extreme may lead to the need for the exercise of com-
mon sense, and in some cases, modest regulation and protections.)

No, technically, it does not “have to be this way.”  There are plenty of 
examples of desirable options and models that include neither choice 
nor competition.  In political systems there can be dictators or kings/
queens.  In economic systems there can be monopolies or other protec-
tions that are harmful to both buyers and sellers.  And in workplaces, 
there can be entitlements, neglect and abuses by either party which can 
harm the other party.  Only “the undeserving,” “the complacent” or the 
“unqualified” tend to prefer these alternatives, for it provides protection 
to them.

It is interesting that a phenomenon that has often occurred in the work-
place is one of workers “versus” organizations where the two parties 
implicitly or explicitly believe they are competing against each other.  
The “us” versus “them” model can be found in all industries and profes-
sions ranging from subtle dysfunctions to violent adversaries.  There is 
no reason for this shortsighted model to survive or prevail any longer, 
for it ultimately does not serve the best interest of either party.  However, 
all should be realistic as to this model’s inertia and the many forces and 
influences that perpetuate its continued existence.  There is also a para-
dox here, for this toxic model can survive only in the absence of choice 
and competition between organizations and between workers.  In other 
words, it is healthier to have organization versus organization choices 

...but I being young and 
foolish, with her would not 
agree.

—William Butler Yeats
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for the benefit of workers and candidates, and worker versus worker 
choices for the benefit of organizations,  as opposed to organizations 
versus workers.  

Furthermore, the best circumstance for both parties is when this com-
petitive environment exists within an organization so that workers can 
choose from whom they deem to be the most attractive managers/stew-
ards; and vice versa, the managers/stewards can choose from whom 
they deem to be the most qualified workers.  This is an internal “free 
market.”  Both work roles and careers should be built upon very sound 
options and possibilities.  Choice and competition are the best way to 
achieve this for the benefit of all parties.   

11.  As a worker with no relevant experience in building Agreements, I 
am concerned that I am too weak in my perspectives and negotiation 
skills to be effective in seeking Agreement that will reliably lead to the 
personal satisfaction and rewards that I desire in my work.  What 
should I do?

Even though both parties may be seeking mutually acceptable out-
comes, negotiation may be unavoidable.  If you are not prepared with 
the right skills, you are right in that you may have a disadvantage. I 
strongly encourage everyone in the workplace to personally possess 
basic negotiating and marketing/selling skills (for they are directly 
related).  It’s most likely one of the best investments you’ll ever make.  
Related, over the span of your career it is also predictable that at times 
you will be “in the crosshairs” of a “difficult” person who may be block-
ing the “sunlight” of a great role.  Before you choose to step out of his/
her shadow (for keep in mind, you always have choices), you might want 
to see if you can reach a mutually beneficial Agreement with him/her 
through negotiation.

In some situations, simply getting your point across to the other party 
so that it is accurately and completely understood is all that’s required.  
In other words, in many cases, the most important part of negotiation 
is presentation.  You should make your points in a manner where your 
thoughts or ideas are most easily understood and consumed by the 
listener.  They are not you.  You must be empathetic regarding their 
thinking style, body of experiences and points of view.  You should 
always convey why your idea, need or perspective is good for them.  

Career Fulcrum’s frameworks and Relationship Weaver are expressly 
designed to assist you in presenting your thoughts, needs and ideas 
related to your work role relationships.  You are encouraged to apply 
and exploit its power.  Since the Weaver serves a neutral basis for dialog, 

An invasion of armies can 
be resisted, but not an idea 
whose time has come.

—Victor Hugo

This is the true joy in life, 
the being used for a purpose 
recognized by yourself as a 
mighty one.

— George Bernard Shaw
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it can help both parties better appreciate what they need to do to reach 
a lasting Agreement with each other.  Never forget, your “fulcrum” 
for gaining what you seek as a worker is delivering superlative and 
accurate performance related to the organization’s Organizational 
Triangle for a specific work role.

Additionally, to support your needs, there are plenty of great books 
and seminars available to help you hone your presentation and nego-
tiating skills. There also may be classes available at local community 
colleges and universities.  Internet searches will reveal many sources 
of information and effective tips.  Another good source of knowledge 
is seasoned and skilled mentors. I advise all workers to build and 
maintain a readily accessible  “personal career library” that is com-
prised of good books and related resources that will be “on call” so 
you will have experts to turn to at any time of need.

A few examples of many books on these related topics are: 

Made to Stick,•	  by Chip and Dan Heath

Getting Past No: Negotiating Your Way from Confrontation •	
to Cooperation, by William Ury  (See if his term “BATNA” 
resonates as “choice.”)

Power, Influence and Persuasion•	 , Harvard Essentials Series

How to Argue and Win Every Time•	 , by Gerry Spence

Becoming a master of “professional conversation” is certainly a valu-
able skill that will pay direct dividends across your career in almost any 
profession, and perhaps in many other aspects of your life.  To grow suc-
cessfully in the challenging and worthwhile demands of this area, you 
may want to seek the instruction and advice of experts.  A few expertly 
written books that may provide immediate insights and proficiencies 
are:

Crucial Conversations•	 , by Patterson, Greeny, McMillan and 
Switzlet

Fierce Conversations•	 , by Susan Scott

Difficult Conversations•	 , by Stone, Patton and Heen

The great and glorious 
masterpiece of man is to live 
with purpose.

— Michel de Montaigue
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Some parties that are young and entering the workplace for the first time 
may need basic orientation coupled with a few survival rules and tips to 
personally thrive in the “new workplace” because of its newness ( …or, 
if you’re a little more seasoned, you may need new insights because of 
a personal track record with less-than-stellar performances or satisfy-
ing and fulfilling results).  Again, there are many books and resources 
for help. Wide-ranging examples of books to rapidly cram in order to 
become more “workplace savvy” are (you may wish to peruse reviews 
of these and others at Amazon.com to see which might be most useful 
for your needs):

Work’s a We Thing™•	 , by Danny McCall

Happier•	 , by Tal Ben-Sharhar  (...the premier starter guide 
for pursuing greater happiness at work and throughout your 

life.

On The Job: How to Make It in the Real World of Work•	 , by 
Stephen Viscusi.    (This book can keep you from turning into 
Dilbert fodder at your first Monday meeting or the “oh so 
inevitable” Thursday last minute rush to meet a deadline.)

The Art of Happiness at Work•	 , by The Dalia Lama and 
Howard Cutler

JobShift•	 , by  William Bridges

The Cluetrain Manifesto•	 , by Levine, Locke, Searis and 
Weinberger

Work 2.0•	 , by Bill Jensen

Joy At Work•	 , by Dennis Bakke

What the CEO Wants You to Know : How Your Company •	
Really Works, by Ram Charan

Many related books from Tom Peters and Richard Bolles• 
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